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fmm. ̂  EDITOR
Ju l y  4, 1976, marks the two hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence for the United States of America. By now, people 
around the world are no doubt aware of this Bicentennial celebration. 
They may be more than a little weary of hearing about it. We hope for 
their indulgence as we have our say, now that this momentous milestone 
is becoming a part of history.
It was June 7, 1776, that Richard Henry Lee moved “ a declaration 
of independence”  in the Continental Congress of the 13 colonies, and 
that motion was debated three days. A committee was appointed to 
draft a statement. Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, 
and a few others were among those who were to play prominent roles in 
the founding of a great nation. On July 4, 1776, the document was ap­
proved and signed, and someone remarked: “ Here it is; it is finished.”
For these 200 years, the United States has played a unique role in 
the world of nations. She has stood firmly for freedom, and the freedom 
most precious of all has been freedom of religion. She has been a 
“ Christian”  nation, defending the rights of her citizens to worship God 
without fear of governmental interference. Worship these early Ameri­
cans did, and their worship clearly was in line with the Christian heri­
tage.
In her early history, the Christian faith was so firmly fused with the 
education of her children that theology was introduced to the very young 
along with the alphabet. “ A : In Adam’s fall we sinned all,”  they recited. 
Through their ABCs they went to the last letter Z, which brought forth 
a couplet that told of Zacchaeus climbing a tree to get a glimpse of 
Jesus.
Their faith was expressed by Rev. Cotton Mather three centuries 
ago: “ We came hither because we would have our posterity settled under 
pure and full dispensation of the gospel, defended by rulers that should 
be ourselves.”  Of the first 116 colleges in America, 113 were founded by 
churches to train young people for Christian service.
As Americans now celebrate their two hundredth anniversary, there 
is mixed with their joy some considerable amount of sorrow. For Amer­
ica has lost much of the spirit of 1776 which has made her a great nation.
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The alphabet is not taught with any overtones of theology these days. 
On the contrary, it is against the law to pray in public schools. Now 
there are those who like to prohibit the singing of Christmas carols, since 
there are “ minorities” who do not believe in Christ.
But our concern here is for a “ spirit of 76”  which must never be lost, 
wherever in all the world we Christians may dwell. We do not refer to the 
spirit of 1776, nor of 1976, but we refer to the spirit of a .d . 76. It is the 
spirit that characterized the faith of the first-century Christians about 
whom we read in the Book of Acts. It is for a renewal of that spirit among 
us that we pray.
Nowhere is that spirit better described than in Paul’s letter to 
Timothy: “ For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and 
of love, and of a sound mind”  (2 Tim. 1:7).
The spirit of 76 is characterized by courage, power, love, and wis­
dom, not necessarily in that order!
The early Christians did indeed have courage— the courage to go 
against the trend of their times and suffer the persecutions their coura­
geous conduct brought. They were ordered to stop proclaiming the gos­
pel of the risen Lord, and their reply was “ We cannot but speak the 
things which we have seen and heard”  (Acts 4:20).
Unlearned fishermen and taxgatherers, they were bold in their 
many confrontations with the sophisticated and the politically power­
ful. So courageous were they that “ when they saw the boldness of Peter 
and John, and perceived that they were unlearned and ignorant men, 
they marvelled; and they took knowledge of them, that they had been 
with Jesus”  (Acts 4:13).
The spirit of a .d . 76 was the spirit of power. Christians went about 
healing the sick, casting out devils, raising the dead! And yet, spectacu­
lar as these deeds were, there was greater power than this upon them as 
they gave witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. Their secret 
weapon was the power of the Holy Spirit working through them. For this 
they had prayed and believed and waited, and through this they were to 
participate in the might acts of God.
There was wisdom among them, about which James was inspired 
to write, “ If any among you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth 
to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him” 
(1:5). They had none in their own strength, and they knew it. But they 
had found the secret of being led by the Spirit. The Comforter had come, 
the Strengthener, Helper, Teacher, Guide. They drew upon Him for 
“ wisdom . . . from above.”
And they had learned the meaning of love. They had walked and 
talked with the One who personifies it, the only begotten and beloved 
Son of God. Driven by their love for Him, for neighbors, for souls every­
where, and even for their enemies, they did what only love could do. 
Wealth, fame, the praise of men, the status of success—none of these 
could have matched the motivation in “ the love of Christ”  which con­
strained them (see 2 Cor. 5:14).
The Spirit of 76! That 76 ( a .d . 76) and that Spirit (the Holy Spirit) 
is what we need. May His presence come upon us anew in this bicenten­
nial year.
This will be cause for the greatest celebration of them all.
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The lukewarmness of the Church evokes no 
persecution and only a few anemic children. 
“ Ease in Zion” has relieved us of 
suffering and of the glory of conquest
Jesus Exposed the Worst in Men
Th e  t r u t h  that Jesus preached was not a soothing salve spread over 
the deep-seated inflection to ease the 
pain, but a poultice plaster to draw 
the corruption to a head, that the sys­
tem might be cleansed.
He was a light that penetrated 
“ . . . that the thoughts of many hearts 
may be revealed”  (Luke 2:35). Thus 
acting, He was “ set for the fall and 
rising again of many in Israel; and for 
a sign which shall be spoken against” 
(v. 34).
The very nature of man’s heart and 
the nature of a bright, shining light 
make disturbance inevitable. The 
heart is corrupt, and light is reveal­
ing. The corrupt heart hates to be 
revealed, and seeks to destroy the 
light that reveals it. This was the 
source of the hatred for the Master, 
and the cause of His crucifixion.
When the penetrating light of His 
truth exposed the corruption of a 
heart, if the one thus exposed con­
fessed and forsook his sin, he was for-
by
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given and fell in line with the 
disturbing Light of the World—to 
be, in turn, a disturbing light himself 
and to suffer with his Master.
If all whose corrupt hearts were re­
vealed would confess and forsake 
their sin, there would be peace, but 
many “ loved darkness rather than 
light, because their deeds were evil. 
For every one that doeth evil hateth 
the light”  (John 3:19-20).
Jesus said, “ If the world hate 
you, ye know that it hated me before 
it hated you”  (John 15:18), and this 
will always be true unless the Chris­
tian’s light has gone out or is put un­
der a bushel.
Jesus expressly declared that He 
came to bring division in the home. 
He was not an advocate of peace at 
any price, but rather of peace with 
God at the possible price of losing 
all friends, and even life itself.
To go through this life without 
creating a disturbance is to go at a far 
distance from Christ. In the Garden 
of Eden, God announced the enmity 
between sin and righteousness. If 
the Bible teaches anything, it teaches 
that we are in a holy war; and the 
only way there can be peace between 
the warring forces is for someone to 
cease fighting. We can have a “ form 
of godliness”  but deny the power 
thereof to arouse the hatred of those 
who hate the truth. But if we let the 
light of truth shine brightly, we will
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incur the hated of those who do not 
love the truth.
The old gag that the lukewarm pro­
fessors of religion are using is that 
times have changed, and we now 
have a quiet, subtle opposition—one 
of ignoring rather than of hostile, 
open opposition. If we were pouring 
buckets of hellfire on their bald 
heads, they would not be so indiffe­
rent!
Who is saying, “ 0  generation of 
vipers, who hath warned you to flee 
from the wrath to come?”  (Matt. 
3:7), or “ Woe unto you, scribes and 
Pharisees, hypocrites!”  Thus speak­
ing, some lawyer will rise up, as in 
Jesus’ day, and say, “ Master, thus 
saying thou reproachest us also.” 
Jesus answered, “ Woe unto you also, 
ye lawyers!”  (Luke 11:44-46).
The lukewarmness of the Church 
evokes no persecution and only a few 
anemic children. “ Ease in Zion”  has 
relieved us of suffering and of the 
glory of conquest. When Jesus spoke 
of the total dedication to himself that 
He desired, He spoke of God’s care 
for the ones thus dedicated, but 
added “ with persecutions”  (see Mark 
10:28-30).
Take a hurried glance at what Je­
sus faced. When He cleansed the 
Temple, “ they began planning how 
best to get rid of him” (Mark 11:18, 
TLB ).1 When He told the story of 
the unfaithful tenants, the Jewish 
leaders wanted to arrest Him. At the 
Passover, the “ Jewish leaders were 
still looking for an opportunity to 
arrest Jesus secretly and put him to 
death”  (Mark 14:1, TLB).
When He preached in His home­
town, they were “ stung . . .  to fury; 
and jumping up, they mobbed him 
and took him to the edge of the hill 
. . .  to push him over the cliff”  (Luke 
4:28, TLB). When His disciples were 
plucking some grain on the Sabbath,
1. The Living Bible, copyright © 1971, Tyndale 
House Publishers, Wheaton, 111. Used by permission.
the Jews “ were eager to find some 
charge to bring against him.”  When 
He healed the man with the withered 
hand, His “ enemies . . . were wild 
with rage, and began to plot his mur­
der”  (Luke 6:6,11, TLB).
On another occasion, “ The Phari­
sees and legal experts were furious 
. . . trying to trap him into saying 
something for which they could have 
him arrested”  (TLB).
They were constantly trying to 
find some way to get rid of Him. 
Why? The light that He brought was 
exposing their true nature, and they 
were determined to extinguish it.
Did the hatred and murderous feel­
ings of men against the gospel and 
the Christians stop with Jesus? The 
answer is clear. The jails that they 
occupied, the clanking of their chains, 
the scars on their backs, their homes 
raided and robbed, their stone- 
bursted heads and blazing bodies 
speak in thunderous tones that “ all 
that will live godly in Christ Jesus 
shall suffer persecution”  (2 Tim. 
3:12).
Jesus’ ministry evoked anger. 
Whenever He did much preaching, 
He was not a hail-fellow-well-met. 
He was seeking to save souls and not 
to soothe them. He knew that the old 
nature had to be destroyed before 
the new nature could be implanted, 
and He did not propose to coddle the 
old and thereby destroy the soul.
Nowhere in the teachings of Jesus 
was there expressed the desire to 
please His audience. He planted a 
seed in Paul which bore fruit, for the 
apostle said, “ If I yet pleased men, I 
should not be the servant of Christ” 
(Gal. 1:10).
Neither Jesus nor Paul sought to 
displease anyone. They simply spoke 
the truth. The Jews recognized that 
in Jesus and said to Him, “ Master, 
we know that thou art true, and car- 
est for no man: for thou regardest not 
the person of men, but teachest the
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way of God in truth” (Mark 12:14). 
It is true that they were trying to trap 
Him here, but what they said they 
knew to be true.
One does not need to be hard and 
harsh to cause trouble. Be kind, but
honest. Tell the truth without fear or 
favor, and some trouble will ensue— 
that is, if the Word of God is true. 
Jesus caused persecution by His min­
istry, and His gospel has not lost its 
power to provoke and enrage.
Whoa, Preacher!
By Harold DeMott*
Looking back on it, the incident seems humorous. At the time, 
however, it was quite upsetting. But I ’m getting ahead of my story.
It was a typical Sunday evening in my first pastorate. The small 
crowd was composed mostly of people old enough to be my parents or 
grandparents. The service was quite normal. I was just well into my 
message when I made a statement which to me seemed harmless. Like 
a bolt from the blue, an 80-year-old man shouted, “ I don’t believe 
that! Where did you read that, anyway?” Needless to say, everyone 
was surprised.
As I struggled to regain my composure, my mind raced for an 
answer. For the next five minutes we discussed the statement. He was 
not convinced, but at least he saw some reasons for my position. I 
thank God that I knew why I believed what I did.
Now that the event is safely in the past, I can laugh about it. But 
I learned some important lessons about preaching that night. Allow 
me to share them with you.
1. People would like to ask questions. As a minister, I am usually 
protected from what happened that night. But my preaching will raise 
some questions. Some of these should be anticipated and dealt with 
as I preach.
2. People expect me to have a reason for every message. As they 
come to church, the overriding question for them is “ Is there a mes­
sage from the Lord?”  The fact that my job requires me to preach is 
not sufficient reason. There is a great difference between a man who 
“ has to preach a message” and a man who “ has a message to 
preach.”
3. I need to use imagination in my sermon preparation. Life does 
not always follow my sermon outline. Human needs sometimes are not 
“ alliterated.”  Perhaps the illogical tangent will prove helpful to my 
people.
Some of my most fruitful ministry has come through following 
ideas that were not necessarily logical, but did touch human needs. 
After all, how a sermon sounds is second to how it affects men.
I’m glad that man stopped me. God used it to teach me a lesson. 
My prayer and aim is toward a truly effective preaching ministry.
•Pastor, First Church of the Nazarene, Montpelier, Ind.
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John Wesley radically changed his mind 
about the American Revolution. A British 
scholar asks, Why this change of attitude?
John Wesley and the 
American War of 
Independence
Jo h n  W e s le y  was deeply affected by the American Revolution. Not only had he hated all war, but the prospect of 
England fighting the colonists appalled 
him. Then there was the work of the re­
vival in both England and America. The 
American societies were making good 
progress, and a few years earlier Wesley 
had ordained preachers for the New 
World. Wesley has been sharply criti­
cized for changing his mind about the 
American War. It is alleged that at first 
he sided with the colonists, then later op­
posed them and believed force of arms 
necessary to quell what he judged a rebel­
lion. But what are the facts? This brief 
study, in this bicentenary year of the 
Declaration of Independence, examines 
Wesley’s writings that relate to the Revo­
lution and critically appraises the posi­
tion he adopted and defended.
Early in the 1770s, when the first rum­
blings of the gathering storm were heard, 
practically all o f the Anglican clergy in 
America, believing themselves to be of­
ficials of the English government, re­
turned home. Large numbers of American 
congregations were left without pastoral 
care or sacraments. Only the Methodist
by 
Herbert McGonigle
Pastor
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preachers stayed with the flock. This was 
a major reason for Wesley’s 1784 ordina­
tions; and in March, 1775, he wrote to 
Thomas Rankin, his American superin­
tendent: “ There is now a probability that 
God will hear prayer and turn the coun­
sels of Ahithophel into foolishness.”  Then 
Wesley added, “ A line to all the preach­
ers: You were never in your lives in so 
critical a situation. It is your part to be 
peacemakers, to be loving and tender to 
all but to addict yourselves to no party.” 1 
Three months later, on June 15, 1775, 
Wesley wrote his famous letter to Lord 
North, first lord of the treasury. This let­
ter is critically important in an under­
standing of Wesley’s views. “ I would not 
speak as it might seem to be concerning 
myself with things that are out of my 
province, but I dare not refrain from it 
any longer. I think silence in the present 
case would be a sin against God, against 
my country and against my own soul.” 
Through 11 impassioned paragraphs 
he warns of the military dangers of wag­
ing war so far from home. The Americans 
are fighting “ for their wives, children and 
liberty. What an advantage have they 
over many that fight only for pay.”  The 
temper of the British people was uncer­
tain, and many were ripe for rebellion at 
home. Further, it would be a grave mis­
take to transport the necessary troops to 
America and leave England undefended 
at the mercy of Europe. “ I do not enter 
upon the question whether the Ameri­
cans are in the right or in the wrong. Here 
all my prejudices are against the Ameri­
cans, for I am a High Churchman, the son 
of an High Churchman, bred up from my
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childhood in the highest notions of pas­
sive obedience and non-resistance. And 
yet, in spite of all my long-rooted pre­
judices, I cannot avoid thinking, if I think 
at all, these, an oppressed people asked 
for nothing more than their legal rights 
and that in the modest and inoffensive 
manner that the nature of the thing 
would allow.” 2
One day earlier, June 14, 1775, Wesley 
wrote an almost identical letter to the 
Earl of Dartmouth, secretary of state for 
the colonies. The closing paragraph was 
grimly prophetic. “ For God’s sake, for 
the sake of the King, of the nation, of 
your lovely family, remember Rehoboam! 
Remember Philip the Second! Remem­
ber King Charles the First! ” 3
These two letters reveal Wesley’s re­
markable astuteness concerning condi­
tions in England and America and the 
folly of committing nearly all the British 
forces so far from home. In spite of those 
who advised to the contrary, including 
many English politicians and military 
strategists, Wesley warned that the 
Americans were united, well armed, and 
would fight for the last foot of soil. Wesley 
thought the colonists were “ an oppressed 
people”  who “ asked for nothing more 
than their legal rights.”  That verdict 
would be flung back in his face many 
times in the following years. A study of 
his Journal shows that Wesley wrote 
these letters in a week of severe illness. 
The advice given to Lord North and the 
Earl of Dartmouth came too late. On 
June 17, Wesley consulted a physician, 
Dr. Laws, in Lurgan, Ireland, while far 
away at Bunker Hill, near Boston, the 
guns began to fire. England and America 
were at war.
An entry in Wesley’s Journal for No­
vember 11, 1775, reads: “ I made some 
additions to the Calm Address to Our 
American Colonies. Need anyone ask 
from what motive this was wrote? Let 
him look around. England is in a flame. A 
flame of malice and rage against the 
King and almost all that are in authority 
under him. I labour to put out this 
flame.”
The Calm Address, in spite of its pa­
cific title, proved to be a pennyworth of 
high explosive. Its thesis was that En­
gland has a perfect right to tax her colo­
nists, and refusal to pay the tax is 
rebellion against the king. There can be 
no question that the opinions expressed 
in the Calm Address are quite the re­
verse of what Wesley wrote to Lord 
North.
The immediate cause of Wesley’s new 
stand he tells us in a note “ To the 
Reader”  in the second edition of the 
Calm Address. “ I was of a different 
judgement on this head till I read a tract 
entitled Taxation No Tyranny. But as 
soon as I received more light myself, I 
judged it my duty to impart it to others.” 4 
Taxation No Tyranny was a popular 
pamphlet by Samuel Johnson (of diction­
ary fame) in which he argued cogently 
that the English government was at 
liberty to tax all subjects o f the king at 
home or abroad, regardless of whether or 
not they were represented in the White­
hall Parliament. Wesley seized upon this 
one point—the legality o f taxation— and 
made it the heart of his Calm Address.
It was typical of Wesley the scholar 
that books greatly influenced his think­
ing. We recall his often-repeated indebt­
edness to W illiam  Law and Jeremy 
Taylor and his frank acknowledgement 
that King’s Account of the Primitive 
Church “ convinced me that Bishops and 
Presbyters are the same order.” 5 But 
while Johnson’s pamphlet was the im­
mediate cause of Wesley’s change of 
heart, other facts must be considered as 
bearing upon the question.
In the first place, this unpopular war 
was creating an atmosphere of rebellion 
in England, and Wesley feared for the 
peace of the nation. Consequently, every 
citizen had a duty to support the king 
and government. Secondly, Wesley be­
lieved that the American cry of “ liberty,” 
which he had at first supported, was now 
supplanted by the cry for “ indepen­
dence” ; and here his stout Toryism was 
offended by what he considered rebel­
lion. Thirdly, he judged that many of the 
revolutionaries, in spite of their cries of 
“ liberty”  and “ independence,”  were 
slave-owning planters who had no inten­
tion of ceasing that “ execrable villainy” 
(Wesley’s powerful tract Thoughts upon 
Slavery was published in 1774), nor of 
granting the franchise to any but a mi­
nority of whites.
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The Calm Address raised a bitter 
furor. In his first edition, Wesley gave no 
intimation that he had but merely repub­
lished Johnson’s tract, but without even 
mentioning Johnson’s name! He was 
lampooned in the press and accused of 
gross plagiarism. The most formidable 
attack came from Caleb Evans, a Baptist 
minister in Bristol. He charged Wesley 
with inconsistency but made no mention 
o f plagiarism— perhaps he was unaware 
of Johnson’s publication. Wesley reissued 
his Calm Address, and in a prefatory note 
acknowledged his debt to Johnson. He 
also made a brief reply to Evans’ attack.
Once more John Fletcher came to the 
help of John Wesley. For five years, 
Fletcher had been busy with his famous 
Checks to Antinomianism; now he turned 
his attention to politics and published 
what he called M y Little Political Piece: 
A Vindication o f the Rev. Mr. W esley’s 
“ Calm Address”  in Some Letters to Mr. 
Caleb Evans.6 Fletcher later followed 
this with American Patriotism: Further 
Confronted with Reason, Scripture, and 
the Constitution.'' Fletcher’s political 
tracts quickly gained the ear of the 
government, and the king had copies of 
them. An official commissioner ap­
proached Fletcher to ask if he would ac­
cept preferment in the church, or if the 
lord chancellor could do him any service. 
Fletcher replied: “ I want nothing but 
more grace.” 8
Wesley’s unacknowledged use of John­
son’s tract did not escape the notice of 
Augustus Toplady, who immediately 
went to press with An Old Fox Tarred 
and Feathered. Of all Toplady’s virulent 
attacks on Wesley and Fletcher, this was 
the most offensive. Toplady opens his 
attack as follows: “ Whereunto shall I 
liken Mr. John Wesley? I will liken him 
unto a low and puny tadpole in divinity 
who proudly seeks to disembowel a high 
and might whale in politics.”  Having 
charged Wesley with turning government 
agent in the hope of securing a bishopric, 
Toplady printed in parallel columns ex­
tracts from Johnson’s tract and Wesley’s 
abridgement and showed (what was only 
too true) an almost exact identity of 
thought and expression.
Far from being offended, however, by 
Wesley’s action, Johnson was flattered
and wrote to Wesley: “ I have thanks to 
return for the addition of your important 
suffrage to my argument on the American 
question. To have gained such a mind as 
yours may justly confirm me in my own 
opinion.” 9 Tyreman has suggested that 
Wesley may have had Johnson’s approval 
for the thesis of the Calm Address; but 
while a number of scholars have taken 
up this argument, the evidence is not 
conclusive.
Between 1775 and 1778, Wesley pub­
lished some 13 tracts, letters, and ser­
mons on the American troubles; and all 
o f them were avowedly royalist. Among 
the more important were Observations on 
Liberty (1776), and in the same year, 
A Seasonable Address to the More Seri­
ous Part of the Inhabitants o f Great Bri­
tain, by a Lover of Peace. Here Wesley 
condemns war as savage and unproduc­
tive and calls for a spirit o f tolerance and 
penitence. In 1777 appeared Wesley’s 
Calm Address to the Inhabitants o f En­
gland. Whatever one thinks of Wesley’s 
political opinions, this is Wesley at his 
polemical best. Here is a clarion call to 
patriotism. Wesley protests the outrage 
of his nation against rebellious subjects. 
Lord North could not have asked for a 
more vociferous defence of Tory politics. 
King George did not have a more loyal 
or patriotic subject than John Wesley. 
Only one way is open to peace in America 
— a victory for British arms.
Remembering how Wesley defended 
the claims of the colonists and appreci­
ated their military strength in his letter 
to Lord North, it is, to say the least, sur­
prising to find him now saying: “ W hat­
ever they do they will not fight. I believe 
they cannot for the hand of God is upon 
them. But they can rob and plunder and 
destroy and turn a well-peopled and 
fruitful land into a wilderness. They can 
burn houses and drive men, women and 
children into the wild woods in the depth 
of winter . . . They revenge themselves— 
upon women and children; they burn all 
behind them! 0  American virtue. Are 
these the men who are proposed as a pat­
tern to all Europe?” 10
Wesley’s passionate defence of the En­
glish government not only evoked the re­
proaches of English satirists; it created 
a situation almost intolerable for the
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American Methodists. Asbury wrote: 
“ There is not a man in the world so ob­
noxious to the American politicans as 
our dear old Daddy; but no matter, we 
must treat him with all the respect we 
can and that is due him.” 11
In 1778, the American Methodist So­
cieties quietly dropped Wesley’s name 
from the minutes of the annual confer­
ences. In 1787, they ignored his express 
wish that Richard Whatcoat be elected 
superintendent. When Wesley’s name re­
appeared in the 1789 minutes, a distinc­
tion was made between his spiritual 
leadership and his practical authority.
John Wesley radically changed his 
mind about the American Revolution. 
Those whom he formerly regarded as “ an 
oppressed people,”  seeking only “ their 
legal rights,”  he later castigated as mis­
creants and rebels against the king. Why 
this change of attitude?
Without seeking either to defend or 
blame Wesley for his political stand, the 
following considerations must be weighed 
in any critical evaluation of his political 
dialectic. His abhorrence of war is not in 
question. Before the outbreak of the 
Revolution, he did all in his power to pre­
vent it. If England and America took up
arms against each other, Wesley believed 
it would lead England to war with France 
and Spain, and in this he was tragically 
proved right. Once the conflict was be­
gun, Wesley gave all his considerable 
support to his country, riddled, as it was, 
with Whig dissatisfaction at home, faced 
with armed colonists in America, and al­
most driven against the wall by France, 
Holland, and Spain in east and west. To 
the satirists, he was a “ Government pen­
sioner,”  but John Wesley believed him­
self to be a “ lover of peace . . . contribut­
ing my mite toward putting out the flame 
which rages all over the land.” 12
1. W esley’s Works (Kansas City: Nazarene Pub­
lishing House, 1958), 12:324.
2. Standard Letters o f John W esley: Edited by 
John Telford, 6:160-64.
3. Letters, 6:155-60.
4. Works, 11:80.
5. Ibid., 13:251.
6. Fletcher’s Works, nine volumes (London: 
John Mason, 1859), 8:4-65.
7. Ibid., 8:69-184.
8. Luke Tyreman, W esley ’s Designated S ucces­
sor, p. 353.
9. Quoted by John Simon, John Wesley, the Last 
Phase, p. 71.
10. Works, 11:35.
11. Quoted by Albert C. Outler, John Wesley, 
p. 24.
12. Works, 4:59.
Preach the Word
The Scriptures are the Spikes which nail our sins to the old rug­
ged Cross. The Holy Ghost is the Hammer that drives in the Spikes.
The God-called, Spirit-filled preacher is the arm that swings the 
Hammer. So the Word of God and the Holy Spirit are indispensable; 
the preacher is expendable.
Preaching, devoid of the Word, is like trying to use toothpicks in­
stead of spikes. Sin’s skin is too tough to be pierced by a toothpick.
And preaching without the anointing of the Holy Ghost is like a weak 
| child trying to drive spikes with a plastic hammer. Thus sin prevails 
; ■ in places where it should not be.
;; — Contributed by Morgan Carroll
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The ability to rule our own spirit is a 
quality to be cultivated, for it indicates 
maturity and adds weight to our witness
Act— or React?
By Carl E. Cuthrell*
Th e  C h r i s t i a n  p a s t o r  should be unique among men on earth. To 
witness to the truth and glory of our 
Lord and Saviour is one of the high­
est callings to which a man can as­
pire.
Pastors as born-again Christians 
have many ways in which to witness: 
by preaching the Word in particular, 
but also by our everyday actions. 
The world is watching the Christian 
—and especially the pastor.
The most effective witnesses that 
we have to influence people for 
Christ are our actions. It has been 
said that “ actions speak louder than 
words,”  and nowhere is this more 
true than in the life of the pastor.
God’s redeemed children should be 
vessels “ fit for the Master’s use,” 
and should be so consecrated to the 
Lord that we will not allow ourselves 
to react, but to act.
To meet life’s trying situations and 
to act toward others as God would 
have him act, the Christian needs 
calmness and serenity. Self-serving 
tendencies which stem from the old 
nature must be erased if he is to con­
trol his own spirit. Only as the indi­
vidual yields to God’s will for his life, 
can he expect to receive the power to 
conquer self and act as God dictates. 
An intimate fellowship with the Sav-
*Pastor, Evangelical Friends Church, Rescue, Va. 
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iour will help the born-again Chris­
tian to restrain his tongue and govern 
his actions. The ability to rule his 
own spirit is a quality to be culti­
vated, for it indicates maturity in 
sanctification and adds weight to his 
witness. “ He that hath no rule over 
his own spirit is like a city that is 
broken down and without walls” 
(Prov. 25:28). Christians need to act, 
and not react to a situation.
Sunshine magazine tells about a 
test that a speech research unit at 
Kenyon College conducted jointly 
with the United States Navy. The 
purpose was to discover how the tone 
quality of the voice affected sailors 
when they were given orders aboard 
ship. A number of experiments re­
vealed that the way a person was ad­
dressed determined to a large extent 
the kind of response he would make. 
For example, when an individual was 
spoken to in a soft voice, he would 
answer in a similar manner. But 
when he was shouted at, his reply 
came back in the same sharp tones. 
This was true whether the communi­
cation was face-to-face, over the 
intercom, or by telephone.
This information should be con­
sidered as we seek to be more effec­
tive as Christians.
Proverbs 15:1 should play an im­
portant part in our actions toward
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others: “ A soft answer turneth away 
wrath: but grievous words stir up 
anger.” What we say and how we act 
toward others not only make a dif­
ference in the nature of the reaction 
we receive, but it can determine 
whether strife or peace will result. 
How many argum ents could be 
avoided, tense situations relaxed, 
and confrontations averted if we 
practiced acting as Christians and 
not reacting to others or to our situa­
tions. Christians should set the stan­
dards.
The great Chinese Christian Nee 
To-sheng (or, as he preferred to be 
called, Watchman Nee) told of an old 
Japanese Christian woman whose 
home was broken into by a thief. 
She saw that he was desperately 
hungry, and in her simple but prac­
tical faith in the Lord, she cooked 
him a meal, then ended up offering 
him her keys. He was utterly shamed 
by her actions, and God spoke to 
him. Through her response that man 
was turned to Christ.
If that woman had reacted as so 
many would have to the burglary, 
the man might have been lost for­
ever. Too many Christians have all 
the doctrine in their heads but live 
lives that contradict it.
Born-again Christians live by a 
strict set of rules which govern their 
relationship with others.
I walked the other night with my 
friend, who is a mature Christian, to 
the newsstand where he bought a 
paper, thanking the attendant po­
litely. The attendant didn’t even 
acknowledge it. “ A sullen fellow, 
isn’t he?”  I commented.
“ Oh, he’s that way every night.” 
M y friend shrugged.
“ Then why do you continue to be 
so polite to him?” I asked.
“ Why not?”  inquired my friend. 
“ Why should I let him decide how 
I’m going to react?”
The Christianaotaentiooed.^bgv^. 
had a sense of inner balance which 
is lacking in most of us. He knows 
who he is, what he stands for, how he 
should behave. He refuses to return 
rudeness for rudeness because he 
would then no longer be in command 
of his own conduct.
Nobody is more unhappy than the 
perpetual reactor. His center of emo­
tional gravity is not rooted within 
himself, and centered in Jesus Christ 
where it belongs, but in the world 
outside him. His temperature is al­
ways being raised or lowered by the 
social climate around him. He is at 
the mercy of these elements.
Praise given the individual who is 
a perpetual “ reactor”  is a feeling of 
euphoria which is false, because it 
does not last and it does not come 
from self-approval. Criticism de­
presses him more than it should, be­
cause it confirms his own secretly 
shaken opinion of himself. Snubs 
hurt him. The merest suspicion of 
unpopularity in any quarter rouses 
him to bitterness.
All men want serenity. Serenity 
cannot be achieved until we become 
the masters of our own actions and 
attitudes through the guidance and 
direction of the Holy Spirit. To let 
another decide whether we shall be 
rude or gracious, elated or depressed, 
is to relinquish control over our own 
personalities, which is ultimately all 
we possess. The only true possession 
is Christ. He is working in our lives 
that we may act toward our fellow- 
man as He would have us to act.
Christians need to reverse the 
trend and not react to others’ harsh 
words and actions. We need to act as 
Christians and express meekness, 
quietness of spirit, and a loving con­
cern. What a difference a “ soft an­
swer”  will make in the Christian 
relationships at home and in the 
church.
Do you act—or react?
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The flight from the city to suburban living 
put the rural church into sharper focus
The Role of the 
Rural Church
Mu c h  e m p h a s is  is placed upon the role and problems of the 
church in the city and suburbs. This 
is where the most people are. Perhaps 
we are in danger of forgetting the 
vital role that rural churches have 
played, and can play, in the effective­
ness of the total church.
Before I went into my first pas­
torate, a rural church, someone gave 
me a copy of God’s Back Pasture, by 
Arthur W. Hewitt. It was written as a 
challenge to the rural pastor. The 
book helped give me a tremendous 
love for rural sheep, and a strong 
purpose to work with them. Unsel­
fish love for the sheep and a concept 
of one’s role will make for a better 
shepherd.
Let us look at the role of the rural 
church.
The role of the “ soul-saving sta­
tion”
I have heard my laymen pray, 
“ Lord, make our church a soul-saving 
station.”  We understand what they
by
H. Lamar Smith
Pastor
Church of the Nazarene 
Woodlawn, Tenn.
mean; and though the term is criti­
cized, it still has some value.
In the first century, the whip of 
persecution scattered the Christian 
witness over the then-known world. 
A few years ago rural economic pres­
sure drove country folk to the clus­
ters of urban population. These folk 
brought with them a holiness experi­
ence to live by and witness to.
The altars of rural churches have 
fulfilled that vital role of “ soul- 
saving station”  in total church 
growth. When our altars are barren, 
we have failed, no matter what the 
size of the church.
The rural pastor’s report usually 
shows more loss than gain by trans­
fer. He’s tempted to feel forsaken, 
but his spirits are lifted when he 
knows those who moved are still good 
Christians serving well elsewhere. 
The shepherd does not give up be­
cause he transferred a sheep; instead 
he goes to the desert to find another 
who is lost.
A vital link in home missions
Closely linked with the “ scatter­
ing”  is the initial formation of new 
churches. Several of our larger city 
churches have their roots and charter 
membership in some now unknown 
rural church. One specific case is 
cited:
A large military base came to one 
city. With it came expanded industry 
and jobs, both on and off the base.
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Five Spirit-filled men began to com ­
mute some 30 miles to work in this 
city, and eventually moved to the 
city. These five faithful tithers were 
lost by the rural church but became 
the nucleus— along with three other 
families—of a new home mission 
church. Today this church is among 
the larger churches on that district.
Some look at these contributing 
rural churches and wonder, What 
have they ever done? They are about 
the same size they have always been. 
Such onlookers do not know how 
much the rural churches have con­
tributed to total church growth.
A feeder of full-time Christian 
workers and valuable experience 
for upcoming ministers
Only heaven will reveal how many 
of our pastors and missionaries got 
their start in rural churches. It is a 
known fact that the majority of 
preachers come from the smaller 
churches, and not a few of these are 
rural. The rural shepherd prays, 
“ Lord, call some of our youth into 
Your work.”
I speak of “ feeder,”  not just in the 
respect of a call, but of those first 
years of valuable experience for a 
minister. We must all start some­
where, and wisdom dictates that it is 
not at the top. One of my minister 
friends remarked to me, “ I’m glad I 
started in a rural church, for if I had 
pulled some of the things in a city 
church that I did there, they would 
have run me off—and maybe out of 
the ministry.”  His emphasis was not 
on his mistakes, but on their under­
standing and love for their young 
pastor. Blessed is the man who has 
such people— city or rural.
I am not saying the rural church is 
a “ guinea pig,”  nor just a step to 
something better. These concepts 
have buried too many rural churches 
— and most of them in unmarked 
graves. No church should be used for
egotistical and ecclesiastical climb­
ing. The minute a local church feels 
you are there only until something 
“ better” opens up, your ministry is 
rightfully destroyed in that place.
There is no place for the idea that 
sends someone to the small church 
whom no other church would have, 
because one church is big enough to 
say no and one is too small to have a 
choice.
God does not have a one-track 
mind. He can do two things at once. 
We think God sends a man to a 
church because it has a particular 
need that he can fill, or a weakness 
he can strengthen. But, at the same 
time, God will be meeting different 
needs in the minister’s own life. Ex­
perience is not to be taken lightly. 
God has thus prepared all men He 
has ever used. He teaches through 
experience if we are teachable. Paul 
said, “ I have learned, in whatsoever 
state lam  . .
An open door in changing patterns 
of American living
Denominations have phased out 
rural churches, to find later that the 
locales of those former churches were 
booming suburbs. This is a result of 
the population explosion with a 
shortage of city real estate. In addi­
tion there is a discontentment with 
city life, and people are buying small 
tracts of land and small farms in the 
rural areas and are commuting to 
work. Our government has even en­
couraged industry to locate in some 
rural areas to alleviate overcrowding 
in our cities. The doors of the rural 
church must be left open to receive 
the growth from these changing pat­
terns of living.
The role of fulfilling the Great 
Commission
Jesus said, “ Go ye into all the 
world.”  God wants the most commit­
ted men who can be found for every
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location of gospel preaching. We 
think the more committed and the 
most capable pastors should be in 
the larger churches. This is not God’s 
wisdom. It’s man’s wisdom. Nor is 
the reverse true. God wants commit­
ted and capable men at all levels of 
church life.
The small town and rural church 
are worthy of a man’s lifework. This 
may appear to be a contradiction to 
what has been said earlier, but evalu­
ation will find it is not. It is sad that 
we think that a man would not stay 
there “ if he could get out”  or “ if he 
had ability for a larger assignment.” 
Where is our stewardship? What do 
we count valuable? It is hard for a 
man to do God’s will when he wants 
the praise of men and a better posi­
tion. When will we learn that there is
no promotion outside the will of God?
Our rural churches deserve well- 
prepared sermons, able men, and a 
part of the total program of the 
church. God does not measure our 
total success by the “ Amount Raised 
for All Purposes”  on our pastor’s re­
port. God’s army is big, and every 
regiment of it is important, no matter 
what its size. “ We are labourers to­
gether with God” —laborers to build 
more effective rural churches and 
ministries.
Are our labors in “ God’s Back Pas­
ture” worth it? If the church needs 
full-time Christian workers, if home 
missions are important, if one soul is 
worth more than all the world, if we 
want to fulfill the Great Commis­
sion, and if our sense of stewardship 
is in proper perspective . . .Yes!
*  + 
•* The Price Is a Cross
Jesus said to His disciples, “ Ye are the salt of the earth” —the 
preservers of truth that redeems men; the kind of truth on which sta­
ble life can be built. Our God-fearing forefathers of this nation identi­
fied themselves with this truth, for the Christian religion was a part 
of their warp and woof of freedom, morality, and democracy. But 
when this nation or any other nation destroys by its morals these 
principles on which its freedom is founded, it not only destroys that 
freedom, it also forfeits its right to be free.
We are called upon again as a people to prove ourselves worthy of 
this rare prerogative which we have enjoyed in this country. The 
name of God, the light of the gospel of Christ must shine forth through 
the lives of Christians in this dark hour.jgf .J|g
When Jesus said to His followers, “ Ye are the salt of the earth,”
He also said, “ Ye are the light of the world.”  Freedom of religion and 
those freedoms which go with it are safe to the people who prepare for 
them and are willing to preserve them. The price is a cross. The re­
ward is the crown.
^  —Forrest W. Nash
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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Objective and Perspective 
in the Minister
Part V
Du r i n g  t h e  t im e  of preparation of these messages, I became aware 
to a greater extent than ever of how 
much I was indebted to a great num­
ber of persons for ideas, suggestions, 
and examples in the formation of my 
own ideals and desires, and to the 
faithfulness of the Holy Spirit in en­
abling me to select and incorporate 
these constructive principles into my 
personal philosophy of life and ser­
vice. I must acknowledge, as I review 
my life, that I have not reached the 
ideals or goals I have desired to at­
tain, but I am deeply appreciative of 
the faithfulness of the Holy Spirit for 
the enrichment He has enabled me to 
have in my life and in my service to 
God and His Church. I take courage 
to continue to paint the picture 
(adorn the doctrine) and endeavor to 
make greater progress until God says, 
“ It is enough; come up higher and 
continue the process in a better 
realm.”
I share with you a few of the con­
clusions, with the sincere hope that
by
Lewis T. Corlett
President Emeritus 
Nazarene
Theological Seminary
the Holy Spirit may enable you to 
incorporate similar principles into 
your life to enable you to be more ef­
ficient for God and His Church.
1. Appreciate what God, the 
church, and individuals have con­
tributed to your life and ministry. 
This is the basis of true worship.
2. Learn how to cultivate self- 
renewal, how to be open to self and 
God, how to be continuously a 
learner, always becoming a stronger 
and better example of what God can 
do in and through personality. Cul­
tivate the optimism that is born out 
of faith in an Almighty God.
3. Maintain an active, continuing 
commitment to God. Recognize that 
holy living and constructive ministry 
are not accidental. Realize that a 
person may be sanctified and still 
limit God by poor attitudes, inability 
to get along with people, or by set­
tling down to a level of mediocrity.
4. Learn the value of the quiet mo­
ment and of listening, expecting God 
to speak. Make prayer a time of fel­
lowship in the Spirit.
5. Love as God loves. He makes 
no provision for a time or occasion 
when He does not love. It is His na­
ture. Be aware that true love, on any 
level, deteriorates unless it is culti­
vated and expressed positively.
6. Learn to esteem persons more 
than their actions. Keep their poten­
tial in mind and act and react to en­
able them to recognize their potential
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and make a desperate effort to ap­
proximate it.
7. Do not be afraid of change in 
approach to enlightenment of truth, 
or in methods of operation, but al­
ways keep your perspective so posi­
tively vital in personal obedience and 
commitment to God and His purpose 
that the thinking people will not clas­
sify you as shallow or heretical.
8. Keep in mind that orthodoxy, 
in and of itself, is dangerous. It tends 
to drift to either of two channels: to 
fixed positional statements and le­
galistic concepts; or to sentimental 
attitudes which evade the dynamic of 
the core of truth. The content of true 
orthodoxy must be kept vitally alive
by thought, practical applications, 
simple presentations, and the dyna­
mic of the Holy Spirit.
I hope and pray that the Spirit has 
challenged you to cultivate a better 
perspective in your ministry, which 
will help you to live a disciplined, 
balanced life of stewardship toward 
God and man; so that your vision, 
your thinking, your attitudes, your 
actions and reactions, are so con­
trolled by the love of God, through 
the Spirit, that you will maintain a 
freshness of holy living that makes 
all that you do constructive and re­
demptive. And you will not be dis­
appointed as you adorn the doctrine 
of God in all things.
Practical 
Points
\ that make 
a difference
How I Long for the 
Word of Reconciliation!
Dear Son:
Forgive me if I am on my old com­
plaint again. Sometimes we laymen 
have a rough time with our preachers. 
I put in a tough week on the ranch (16 
hours a day for six days) and look for­
ward to being fed—and then am 
starved all day long.
Some time ago I complimented my 
pastor on an excellent exposition. 
“ Keep it up,”  I said, “ this is what we 
grow on!”  He replied, “ Jim, it takes 
too much time in preparation.”  And I 
knew I was beat.
Now, he is a winner of souls, an ex­
cellent administrator, and the church 
will show a good report this year at the 
assembly. He will be complimented for
a good year— but some of us will get 
our soul food from radio, television, 
and reading when we can’t get it from 
our pastor. What a shame!
I don’t ask much of him in the pulpit. 
Simplicity has its virtues; and good, 
biblical preaching is noted for its sim­
plicity. But sometimes I would like to 
see him take a passage of scripture, 
give us its “ meat”  in good form, and 
illustrate its burden for us. I don’t 
mind being rebuked. In fact, there is 
inspiration in it if I see the authority of 
the Word.
And as I see the many new people 
that are attending our services, and the 
superior job that our congregation is 
doing in bringing them in, I say, “ O 
Lord, let’s give them something beside 
fellowship.”  After a while, fellowship 
must be supplemented by “ the water 
that satisfies.”
Feed them, Son. It may be the best 
evangelistic preaching you will ever 
do.
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Using Your Gift
HRISTM AS OR BIRTHDAY GIFTS are given for the exclusive use 
and enjoyment of the recipient. But spiritual gifts are different. The 
instruction of Peter makes that clear: "Each one should use whatever 
spiritual gift he has received to serve others" (1 Pet. 4:10a, N IV).*
This sets the standard for the proper use of these God-given 
abilities. Not selfish gratification. Not spiritual status-seeking. Purely 
and simply they are to be employed in the service of the G iver for the 
benefit of others. Any other use is unscriptural and unprofitable.
The apostle further describes these gifts as means of grace: 
"Faithfu lly administering God's grace in its various forms" (4:10b). 
Regardless of the specific nature of one's gift, he is to look upon it 
solely as a providential enablement for the communication of the 
grace of God. Nothing more, nothing less.
The particular illustration which Peter cites is the preacher's gift: 
" I f  anyone speaks, he should do it as one speaking the very words of 
God '' (4:11a). No endowment is of greater importance than this one. 
It is more than mere public speaking. It is more than human elo­
quence. Preaching is the proclamation of God's Word by means of 
God's gift.
Let no m inister abuse this high privilege. Rightly used, it becomes 
the pattern for the correct use of the other spiritual gifts received by 
those who listen. Prostituted, it breeds doubts in the minds of laymen 
as to the validity and utility of the talents which the Lord has entrusted 
to them.
How imperative it is that we who have been given this precious 
gift employ it in an exemplary way.
*AII scriptures from T he New I n te rn a t io n a l V e rs io n , copyright © 1973 by New York 
Bible Society International. Used by permission.
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DEPARTMENT OF PENSIONS
MR. MINISTER, IS YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE AT THE BOT­
TOM OF AN OPEN MANHOLE? RETIREMENT NEED NOT BE 
VIEWED FROM THIS HELPLESS PERSPECTIVE.
f t  M  W  H M H B  W W M
April 1, 1976, was the beginning of 
phase II, the second five years of 
"Basic" Pension. During phase I, 
benefits climbed 75 percent in three 
increases. Further increases will take 
place during phase II as budget 
support and economic conditions 
permit.
THE PLAN:
The Department of Pensions will be encouraging each local congrega­
tion to enroll paid ministerial staff in the denominational tax-sheltered 
annuity. This will insure that ministers enrolled have more than Social Secu­
rity and "Basic" Pension incomes during retirement. You can have a sup­
plem ental incom e to o !!!
The church can enroll you for as little as $10.00 a month, or as much as
20 percent of your current income. The funds grow by 9 percent per year. 
Unlike other annuities, there is no annuity expense. You earn interest on 
every cent.
RESULTS: A TAX BREAK TODAY!! 
A LIFETIME INCOME DURING 
RETIREMENT!!! 
NO WITHDRAWAL PENALTIES EITHER!
For more information, write: 
Phase II
Department of Pensions 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE TRAINING
Some excellent books 
are recommended on the 
Reading Certificate Program
Following are some quotes:
" I  p rescribe the Tw enty-th ird  
Psalm, five times a day for seven 
days. . . . The Twenty-third Psalm 
is one of the most powerful pieces 
of writing in existence, and it can 
do marvelous things for any per­
son. I have suggested this to many 
people and in every instance 
which I know of it being tried 
it has produced results. It can 
change your life in seven days."
Taken from
God's Psychiatry 
Charles L. Allen
"You need not worry for a second 
because you lack money or ma­
terial things. You can give yourself 
extravagantly if you choose, and 
reap great happiness from giving 
without reaching for your pocket- 
book. As Longfellow phrased it, 
'G ive what you have. To someone, 
it may be better than you dare to 
th ink .'"
Take from
Try Giving Yourself Away 
David Dunn
Both of these books are available from the NPH and are 
a part of the Reading Certificate Program.
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CHURCH SCHOOL^
Need help in 
building family altars 
in the homes of your 
church members?
TABLE TALK provides a 
family altar plan for every 
home!
Provide a copy for each family in the church where there are 
children of junior age and under. Order on your regular 
church literature order blank.
T H E  G R EA TE ST G IF T  T H E  C H U R C H  C A N  
G IV E  T O  A  B A B Y . . .  IS A  H O M E  W H E R E  
P A R E N T S  L O V E  G O D !
WHEN THE INFLUENCE OF PARENTS 
ON THEIR CH ILDREN FOLLOWS 
SCRIPTURAL PRINCIPLES, PARENTS 
NEED NOT FEAR THE ULTIMATE 
CONSEQUENCES. THE INFLUENCE OF A 
CHRISTIAN FATHER O R  M OTHER W ILL 
LAST FOREVER!
ITS A FACT... , -  >
CRADLE ROLL SUNDAY—SEPTEMBER 12
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NAZARENE WORLD M ISSIONARY SOCIETY
Pastor- 
We are calling 
to say
THANK YOtft
Thank you for your positive leadership that has helped 
write a record of success for the quadrennium:
73% mark in Prayer & Self-denial commitments— 
234,000 people, an increase of 12,000 over last 
year.
$1,426,000 given through Prayer & Self-denial for 
world evangelism—$100,000 more than the 
previous year.
Thank you, too, for your spiritual influence that is inspiring 
your people to be part of the power of prayer that is help­
ing to fulfill the Great Commission. Thank you for:
—Placing emphasis on the importance of prayer to 
the success of the redemptive mission of the 
church.
—Praying often and earnestly in your services for 
the needs of a lost world. Your burden of con­
cern is contagious.
—Lending your support to the formation of prayer 
groups within the church.
—Remembering that your young people are learn­
ing to pray as they listen to you pray. Your 
heart-cry for a lost world will be used of God in 
directing their lives.
Most of all, THANK YOU for your prayers! God is answer- 
ing! Mrs. Robert Goslaw 
General Council Member
16F
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ijM: ^  K m  “Little did I realize how much help I 
needed in understanding and ministering 
' » t o  the dying.”
Ministering tc 
ll< terminally III
A THREE-CASSETTE SEMINAR in which 
TA-86579 Dr. Joseph Bayly, author of The View from
t of 3 cassettes ^ e  Hearse, speaks from his own experience in the 
$29.95 death of his children.
Joining him are three competent doctors who discuss such topics as: What hap­
pens to us when someone dies? How has technology complicated death in our 
day? What are the stages of dying? How can we help the terminally ill? How can 
we help the families of those who are dying?
“I wouldn 't want to try again to minister to a dying person or to con­
duct another funeral without listening to these three tapes. "
Pastor Bill Coulter
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
STEWARDSHIP
r ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
| CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
: PASTOR— a Service to You
W hen you change address, fill in the form below and mail to the General Secretary.
N a m e _________________________________________ D ate of C h a n g e ____________________
N ew  A d d re s s _______________________________________________________________________
C ity ___________________________________ S ta te _______________ Z ip ____________________
N am e of C h u rc h ________________________________________ D is tric t----------------------------------
New  Position: Pastor ( ); Evang. ( ); O th e r ----------------------------------------------------------------
Form er A d d ress------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ — -------
Form er Church ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —-------—
All official records at Headquarters and periodicals checked below will be changed  
from  this one notification.
C heck H e ra ld  o f  H o liness  ( ); W orld  M iss ion  ( ); P re a c h e r’s M a gaz ine  ( );
Other
(Clip and send to the G eneral Secretary, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Mo. 64131.)
COM M UN ICATIONS COM M ISSION
—NEWS
N A ZA R EN E
COMMUNICATIONS
—T. E. MARTIN
Announces a new service
NAZARENE TELE-NEWS
ANYTIME—
LATE-NIGHT RATES LEAST COSTLY
You will hear—
THREE MINUTES OF NEWS HEADLINES
Updated as information is available
You can call—
(816)-333-8270
J Are you listening 
^  to Ted again?
J Tele-News is tl)e best way I know to correct unfounded/ confounded, and refounded 
jrumors!
v  ____ j
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PALCON
RENEWAL 
AND 
LEARNING
DATES
British Isles Nazarene College—November 8-12,1976 
Trevecca Nazarene College—December 6-10, 1976 
Canadian Nazarene College—May 16-20, 1977 
Eastern Nazarene College—May 30—June 3,1977 
Mount Vernon Nazarene College—June 6-10, 1977 
Olivet Nazarene College—June 13-17,1977 
Mid-America Nazarene College—July 18-22,1977 
Bethany Nazarene College—August 1-5, 1977 
Northwest Nazarene College—August 8-12,1977 
Point Loma College—August 22-26, 1977
PURPOSE
(1) To update pastoral skills for productive ministry in 
today's church.
(2) To stimulate individual desire for lifelong min­
isterial growth.
3) To rediscover personal fulfillment found in pas­
toral achievement through the local church.
(4) To broaden New Testament fellowship among 
brethren.
(5) To reaffirm our denomination's dependence upon 
pastors and to express esteem for them.
PASTORS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCES
161
STEWARDSHIP
\« 1®ttf 
« * r ? lr f * --  
S te ^ a t4 sh »V
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HOME MISSIONS
GROWTH
/  R
/  Ex
P re s e n te d  by  th e  D e p a r tm e n t  o f  H o m e  M iss io n s  /  J *  H u rn
E xe cu tive  S ecre ta ry
DEAD CHURCHES 
DON'T GROW
Christians and churches who are filled with the life of 
Christ will grow, for growth and life go together.
Every church can grow in its capacity to carry out the mis­
sion to which it has been assigned by God. If the church has al­
ready completed that mission, God has a bigger mission for it.
Four major opportunities for growth exist for every 
church. They are:
Internal—within the body 
Expansion—evangelism 
Extension—church planting 
Bridging—reaching new cultures
Persons who attended the Nineteenth General Assembly 
last month in Dallas came away convinced that the spiritual life 
and energy of the Church of the Nazarene have never been at 
a higher peak. God has prepared us for just such a time as this. 
The living, growing Church of the Nazarene is now ready for a 
spurt of home mission growth of unprecedented proportions.
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HOME MISSIONS
TIPS ON GROWTH
The Department of Home Missions is charged by the 
Manual of the Church of the Nazarene with a major responsi­
bility for church growth in the homeland. Where is your home­
land? The Bible asks the question another way, "W ho is my 
neighbor?"
Wherever you live is the mission field now given to you by 
God.
Here are some tips for church growth based on the four 
opportunities represented by Internal, Expansion, Extension, 
and Bridging.
INTERNAL (INSIDE THE BODY)
Prepare yourself, with God's help, for the growth which 
God has planned for you. This involves spiritual preparation: 
prayer, Bible study, personal discipline, devotion, commit­
ment.
This also involves mental preparation: Study your com­
munity; study your neighborhood; study nearby neighbor­
hoods; identify people not being reached, needs not being 
met, opportunities not being taken. They are your invitations 
to grow.
This involves strategic preparation: Have a strategy of out­
reach and growth. Learn how to share your faith on a "cold 
canvass" visit or a street corner. Shore up your inward strength 
to be ready for any opportunity God may send your way.
Practice the type of Christian life-style within your group, 
however small, that you feel God is leading you toward on the 
larger scale of His will for you and your church. Begin now to 
grow on the inside so you will be ready for the growth that is 
coming on the outside.
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HOME MISSIONS
llte
EXPANSION (EVANGELISM)
From the very beginning of your ministry in a particular 
place, consider that your job will not be done until every in­
dividual within that community has an opportunity to see and 
understand the Christian life and what it means to them.
Make evangelism everybody's job, not something to dele­
gate to a called evangelist twice a year.
Contact the Department of Evangelism for more informa­
tion on how the church, the pastor, and the evangelist work 
best as a team to reach the lost.
EXTENSION (CHURCH PLANTING)
Planting precedes growth. Every church everywhere can 
be involved in church planting. The chances are that you can 
identify a community near you where there should be a 
Church of the Nazarene; but if you can't, don't worry. There 
are plenty of other locations where you can help to start a new 
church. The important thing is that every church at some time 
involve itself in the planting of another church.
For detailed steps on how to do this, write to the Depart­
ment of Fiome Missions and ask for information on “ The Care 
and Feeding of the Baby Church.''
BRIDGING (REACHING NEW CULTURES)
There are ethnic and economic subgroups in every com­
munity that are not being reached by the gospel. Identify them 
and plan your strategy to reach them. No church need be con­
tent with no opportunity for growth as long as there are these 
unreached subcultures needing the gospel.
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HOME MISSIONS
GCLF Means Growth Power!
Help Your 
Church Grow!
Support the 
General Church Loan Fund 
and Its Mission
Stay on 
Course!
Genuine church growth depends on two basic emphases: starting new 
churches and strengthening weak ones.
The General Church Loan Fund, which is supported primarily by a 
general church emphasis each September, is the only source of funding 
for many young Nazarene churches who desperately need facilities.
Every Nazarene can have a part in the vital missionary ministry of the 
General Church Loan Fund. Write to the Department of Home Missions, 
Division of Church Extension, for details; and be alert to the promotional 
materials for the September emphasis, which may be ordered from the De­
partment of Home Missions.
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Every
Nazarene
should
SEE IT AT
LEAST
—See it once 
to enjoy an overview of your 
Nazarene family around the world 
set to inspiring, original music.
—Use it again for more study about our church:
•  What do we believe? •  How far do we reach?
•  When did we begin? •  What is our unique contribution
to Christendom today? •  What of the future?
You will find answers to these questions—and many more—in 
the 16-mm, color, sound motion picture
“THE CHURCH CIF ME I4AZARENE”
(Slightly over 3 0  m inutes)
Show it every year to the new members’ class. Use it over and 
over in church study groups for adults, young people, and children. 
Order by number: FR-103 
Order it ON FREE LOAN* from the 
FILM DISTRIBUTION CENTER of your
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
P.O. Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
*  IMPORTANT:  Please g ive  f i r s t ,  second,  and t h i r d  ch o ice  of  da te s  f o r  sh ow ing .
Your choice of
3 Offering Envelope Sets
eatures worth considering. . .
» All perpetually dated
> Sets never out of date
> Start any time of the year
> Attractive flip-top box suitable for mailing
Checli size
Imprinted “Church of the Nazarene” and contains a year’s supply of envelopes 
with the same number throughout to identify it to the contributor, plus a pledge 
card, “how to use” leaflet, and a “defray the cost” envelope.
Available in consecutive numbers (example: 324-56) and orders will be filled 
from the next series of numbers available in our stock.
NOTE: Requests for specifically designated numbers series and imprint will be treated as custom 
printed orders and prices will be adjusted accordingly.
SIZE: 3 x 6 ‘4"
arene Publishing House • Post Office Box 527 • Kansas City, Missouri 64141
For CUSTOM PRINTED ENVELOPES, write for SPECIAL BROCHURE.
)
NIMUM
?DERS
IDERS
LLED
ONCE
Child:
with Picture Story
Gives boys and girls a sense of personal pride; encourages the habit 
of systematic giving. Scriptures are repeated on two envelopes: once 
with a Bible picture; the other with a modern scene. Set of 52 
envelopes include space for amount, name, and address. Single 
pocket style.
O X-603 CHECK SIZE
0 X 5 0 2  SINGLE
O X-503 SINGLE Multiple-Fund
0 -3 9  CHILDREN S SET
60c; 12 sets for $6.50: 25 sets for $12.50 
50c: 12 sets for $5.50: 25 sets for $10.00 
52c: 12,sets for $5776725 se ts 'fo iT l 1.25
24 x 4 V SIZE: 2 4  x 4 V
EVANGELISM
M O M IN G
n ^ Z / ^ R e n e ^
Keep the church in touch with 
your moving Nazarenes. Take 
a few moments to complete 
this form on a person or family 
who will be moving soon from 
your congregation to a new 
community.
PLEASE PRINT
N a m e M nvpd trv
A ddress
Street
R e la tio n s h ip  w ith  o u r ch u rch :
City
□  M e m b e rs  □  SS
State or Province
□  Friends
Zip Code
A p p ro x im a te  D a te  o f M ove:
A d d itio n a l In fo rm a tio n
Name of Sender: Name and Address of Pastor:
Mr.
Pastor:
Miss
Street
District District-
Additional forms are available from
The Department o$ Evangelist 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
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YOUTH
erviceandy lementary eader's acket
IS 
HERE
Designed to assist junior leaders in six major areas: 
Programs . . . Missionary . . . Reading . . . Music . . . 
Quiz . . . Projects
Packet includes: a quarterly planning calendar . . . 
primary/junior division of materials in programs . . . 
missionary studies . . . music . . . visual . . . "how  to" on 
quizzing . . . handwork . . . leader instruction materials 
. . . reading ideas, including short synopsis reports . . . 
special projects, drop-in resources: i.e ., cassettes, 
books, gimmicks
Only $3.50
PER Q UARTER
Order on the Church Literature-Supplies 
Order Blank or direct from your
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post O ffice Box 527 Kansas City, Mo. 64141
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W e lc o m e :
AUSTRALIA 
MIDDLE EUROPE 
THE NETHERLANDS 
SCANDINAVIA 
NEW ZEALAND 
SAMOA
EUROPEAN SOUTH AFRICA 
AUSTRALIAN NAZARENE BIBLE COLLEGE 
EUROPEAN NAZARENE BIBLE COLLEGE 
SAMOA NAZARENE BIBLE COLLEGE 
SOUTH AFRICAN NAZARENE BIBLE COLLEGE
W ORLD MISSIONS
TO THE DEPARTMENT 
OF 
WORLD MISSIONS
16S
LIFE INCOME
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Helping you 
take a wise look ahead
The heart’s desire o f every committed Nazarene is to be a faithful steward. Yet, ex­
pressing wise stewardship for today and the future is not always simple. Consideration must 
be given to |1) personal plans and desires, legal questions, (3; income tax questions,
(4) estate taxes, (5) m oney management, 6) financial provisions, (7) record-keeping.
Through the church’s Horizons program, there’s a new way to invest in your church 
while investing in your future.
These authorized Horizons representatives—all fellow Nazarenes who have completed 
courses offered by the Philanthropy Tax Institute on Deferred Giving—are especially quali­
fied to assist you. Thoughtfully, confidentially, knowledgeably. With never any charge or 
obligation.
M r. Arthur A. Croy, 
Representative
M r. Croy has been a Nazarene laym an 
fo r  3 5  years. He was c irc u la tio n  manager 
a t the Nazarene P u b lish ing  House and has 
been a real esta te  deve loper in  recent 
years. Dr. A. M ilton Smith, V  
Representative /
Dr. S m ith  served as pasto r fo r  30  
years, d is t r ic t  supe rin te n d e n t, and General 
Board m em ber.
Dr. 0 . J. Finch,
Representative
Dr. F in ch has served th e  Church o f the 
Nazarene as pastor, d is tr ic t  su p e rin te n ­
dent, college president, evangelis t, and 
General Board m em ber. Rev. Henry E. Heckert,
Representative
Rev. H eckert has served as a pastor 
and in th e  area o f esta te p lan n ing  fo r  
Eastern Nazarene College.
M r. Harlan Heinmiller,
Representative
Mr. H e in m ille r was em ployed toy Gen­
era l M o to rs  u n t il h is  re tire m e n t. He has 
served as d is t r ic t  young people 's  p re s i­
d ent and General Board m em ber.
Canadians— contact your distric t superintendent: 
Rev. W illiam F. Bahan; Rev. Neil H ightower; Rev. 
Daniel J. Derksen; or Rev. Alexander Ardrey. The d istric t 
superintendents have been trained to assist w ith  
estate planning by the Canadian Council on Christian 
Charities.
a service of
n O T A T D O /
PLANNED
GIVING
PROGRAMS
D ivision  o f L ife  In co m e G ifts  &  B e q u e sts
Take a wise look ahead CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
6401 The Paseo. Kansas City, Mo. 64131
Rev. Robert W. Crew
Executive Consultant
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V IS U A L  A R T  D E P A R T M E N T , N A Z A R E N E  P U B L IS H IN G  H O U S E
< 1 My P um e* *  / «  -  < 0 *  « H0U™  ^  m°mh>
ALLEN, ARTHUR L. (C ) R. 1, T a ft S t., Danie lson, Conn. 06239 
ALLEN, DAN. (C ) Box 1240, H ann ibal, Mo. 63401 
AMOS, CARL A. (C ) R. 3, Hann ibal, Mo. 63401 
♦ANDREWS, GEORGE. (C ) Box 821, Conway, Ark. 72032
•  ANDERSON, LAWRENCE & KAREN-LOUISE. (C ) 585 Lowell St.,
M ethuen, Mass. 01844
•  ARCHER, RONALD E. (R ) 7016 N.W. 61s t Terr., Bethany, Okla.
73008
ARMSTRONG, C. R. (C ) 2 614  E. Yukon St., Tampa, Fla. 33604 
ATTIG, WALTER W. (C ) 21 Larkspu r Dr., B e llev ille , III. 62221 
♦BABCOCK, KENNETH E. & MILDRED. (C ) Box 66, W ilm ing ton , 
N.Y. 12977
•B A ILE Y , CLARENCE & THELMA. (C ) 1197 W. Arch St., Portland, 
Ind. 47371
BAILEY, CLAYTON D. (C ) 4 40  B entley, Lapeer, M ich. 48446 
♦BAKER, RICHARD C. (C ) 3590 Coal Fork Dr., Charleston, W.Va. 
25306
BATTIN, BUFORD. (C ) 301 5  4 7 th  St., Lubbock, Tex. 79413 
BECKETT, C. FRANK. (C ) P.O. Box 254, Roland, Okla. 74954 
♦B ELL, JAMES & JEAN. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦BEND ER EVANGELISTIC PARTY, JAMES U. (C ) Box 1326, River 
view , Fla. 33569 
♦BERTOLETS, THE MUSICAL (FRED & GRACE). (C ) c /o  N P H * 
BEYER, HENRY T. (C ) 103 Johnstons Rd., Pearl River, La. 70452 
•B IE R C E , JACK. (C ) 1156 M t. W erner C ir „  Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80906
BISSELL, DALE & BEVERLY. (R ) 3601 S. R. 703 E. # 6 5 , Celina, 
O hio 45822 ( fu ll- t im e )
•B L U E , DAVID— ETC. (C ) Box 60567, Nashville, Tenn. 37211 
•B O H I, JAMES T. (C ) 409 L indenw ood, O lathe, Kans. 66061 
•B O H I,  R. W. (C ) 4 310  N. Asbury, Apt. N, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
♦ B O N D , GARY C. (C ) Box 157, O rland Park, III. 60462 
BONE, LAWRENCE H. (C ) 2652 Greenleaf Dr., West Covina, Calif. 
9 1792
BOWERS, CHARLES H. (C ) P.O. Box 461, G lendale, Ariz. 85311 
BOWMAN, RUSSELL. (C ) 1695 Audrey R d „ Colum bus, Ohio 43224 
•BRO O KS, RICHARD. (C ) 780 A rm o u r Rd., Bourbonnais, III. 60914 
BROOKS, STANLEY E., JR. (C ) R. 1, Box 245, W estm oreland, N.H. 
03467
BROWN, CURTIS R. (C ) 140 Robinson S t.. Reading, Pa. 19601 
BROWN, ELBERT. (C ) R. 2, H illsb o ro , Tenn. 37342 
BROWN, J. RUSSELL. (C ) 1306 E. Jeffe rson, Boise, Ida. 83702 
•B R O W N , LINDA K. (C ) 201 Dellwood Dr., Fa irbo rn , Ohio 45324 
•B R O W N , ROGER N. (C ) Box 724, Kankakee, III. 60901 
BUONGIORNO, D. J. (R ) 4119 G oldenrod Dr., Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80907 ( fu ll- t im e )
•B U R K E , B ILL  t  JEAN ANN. (R ) 29 Oak S t., Bourbonna is, III. 69014 
( fu ll- t im e )
BURTON, CLAUD L. (C ) 9571 C astie fie ld , Dallas, Tex. 75227 
BUTCHER, TONY H. (C ) 4 057  S. Delaware, S p rin g fie ld , Mo. 65804 
CANEN, DAVID. (C ) c /o  NPH 
CANIFF, JAMES B. (C ) Box 304, S h irley, Ind . 47384 
•C A U D ILL , STEVE & SUE. (C ) 2339 Peale Dr., Saginaw, M ich. 
48602
CAYTON, JOHN. (C ) Box 675, M idd leboro , Mass. 02346 
♦CHAM BERLAIN, DOROTHY & EDWARD. (C ) R.D. 1, Carm ichaels, 
Pa. 15320
CLARK, GENE. (C ) 104 W addell S t., F ind lay, O hio 45840
CLIFT, NORVIE 0 . (C ) 4929 Gardena Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92110 
♦CLIFTON, DICK & BEVERLY. (R ) R. 4, 341 Second St., Cadiz, Ky.
42211 ( fu ll- t im e )
♦C LIN E, JERRY & MADY. (C ) 1229 W. Mead Ave.. Bow ling Green, 
Ky. 42101
•C O B B , BILL. (C ) P.O. Box 75512, Oklahoma C ity, Okla. 73107 
( fu ll- t im e )
COCHRAN, EUGENE W. (C ) 6728 McCorckle Ave., St. Albans, W.Va. 
25177
♦CONE, ANDREW F. (C ) 1032 Danby Rd.. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
♦COOK, LEON G. t  MARIE. (C ) c /o  NPH *
♦COX, C. B. & JEWEL. (C ) 707 M idd le  Dr., W oodru ff PI., Ind ianap­
o lis, Ind. 46201
COX, CURTIS B. (C ) 2123 M em oria l Dr., Alexandria. La. 71301 
CRABTREE, J. C. (C ) 3436 Cambridge, S p ring fie ld , Ohio 45503 
CRANDALL, V. E. I  MRS. (C ) Ind ian  Lake Nazarene Camp, R. 2, 
Box 7, V icksburg, M ich. 49097 
♦CRANE, BILLY D. (C ) R. 2, Box 186, W alker, W.Va. 26180 
CULBERTSON, BERNIE. (C ) 100 N.E. 8 th  P l„  H erm is ton , Ore. 97838 
DARNELL. H. E. (C ) P.O. Box 929, V ivian, La. 71082 
♦DAVIDSON, CHARLES. (C ) 541 Gibson, Frem ont, Ohio 43420 
DAWS, LEONARD. (R ) 4 525  Bonita Dr., # 1 4 . M idd le ton , Ohio 45042 
( fu ll- t im e )
DEAL, JAMES 0 . (C ) 1304 Jewell Ave., Lakeland, Fla. 33801 
•DeFRANK, JOSEPH. (C ) Box 342, Barberton, Ohio 44203
•  DELL, JIMMY. (R ) 4026 E. Flower St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85018 
( fu ll- t im e )
•DEW ARE, STANLEY. (R ) 4300 Crossen Dr., O rlando. Fla. 32807 
( fu ll- t im e )
DISHON, MELVIN. (C ) R. 15, B ow ling Green, Ky. 42101 
DITTMER, JOHN A. (C ) 1144 N. Stephens, S p ring fie ld , III. 62702 
♦ D IX O N , GEORGE I  CHARLOTTE. (C ) Evangelists and Singers, c /o  
N P H *
•D U N C A N , PAT. (C ) R. 3 , Box 109, W averly, Ohio 45690 
•D U N M IR E , RALPH & JOANN. (C ) 202 Garwood Dr., Nashville, 
Tenn. 37211
DUNN, D. R. (C ) 560 W hitney Ave., Akron, Ohio 44306 
DURHAM, L. P. (JACK) (C ) 305 Parkview  Dr., A rling ton , Tex. 76010 
♦DUTTON, BARRY & TAVIA. (R ) 1925 W illow  Dr., Olathe, Kans.
66061 ( fu ll- t im e )
•EDW ARDS, LOU. (C ) S m ith  Rd. a t F lorence Ave.. Norwood, Ohio 
45212
EDWARDS, TERRY W. (R ) Box 9352, Colorado Springs. Colo. 80932 
( fu ll- t im e )
ELLINGSON, R. LEE. (C ) P.O. Box 33067, Ind ianapo lis , Ind. 46203 
ELLIS, HARLON. (C ) 212 Buchana, M ineola, Tex. 75773 
ELLWANGER, C. WILLIAM. (C ) 2020 W. 81st, Leawood, Kans. 66206 
EMSLEY, ROBERT. (C ) B ib le  Expositor, c /o  N P H *
ERICKSON, A. WILLIAM. (C ) 110 K itty  Hawk Dr., Danville , Va. 
24541
ESTEP, OPAL CRUM. (R ) 2811 Grosse Point, Colum bus, Ohio 34227 
( fu ll- t im e )
EVERLETH, LEE. (R ) 103 E llsw orth Dr., M arie tta , Ohio 45750 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
FELTER, JASON H. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦FILE S, GLORIA; i  ADAMS, DOROTHY. (C ) 2031 Freeman Ave., 
Bellm ore, N.Y. 11710 
FINE, LARRY. (R ) c /o  M id-A m erica Nazarene College, Olathe, Kans. 
66061
♦FISH ER , WILLIAM. (C ) c /o  N P H *
FLORENCE, ERNEST E. (C ) 1021 Elm St., Ripley, Ohio 45167
(C ) Commissioned (R) Registered ♦ Preacher & Song Evangelist •Song Evangelist 
*Nazarene Publishing House, Box 527, Kansas City, M o .  64141.
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FLORES, LEO 0 . (R ) P.O. Box 5964, Lubbock, Tex. 79417 ( fu ll- t im e )  
FLOWERS, MARQUIS J. (C ) 505 N. W alnut, N ew kirk, Okla. 74647 
FORD, NORMAN K. (C ) R. 2, Clymer, Pa. 15728 
♦FORD, RUTH E. (C ) C h ild ren 's  W orker, 1605 Laura St., C lear­
water, Fla. 33515 
FORTNER, ROBERT E. (C ) Box 322, Carm i, III. 62821 
FREEMAN, MARY ANN. (C ) Box 44, E llisv ille , III. 61431 
FRODGE, HAROLD C. (C ) R. 1, Geff, III. 62842 
GARDNER, GEORGE. (C ) Box 9, Olathe, Kans. 66061 
GAUT, ROBERT. (C ) 1325 S. Cedar, Ottawa, Kans. 66067 
GAWTHORP, WAYLAND & IOAN. (C) Box 115, Mt. Erie, III. 62446 
•G ILLESPIE, SHERMAN & ELSIE. (R ) 203 E. Highland, Muncie, 
Ind. 47303 ( fu ll- t im e )
•GLENDENN ING , PAUL A. & ROBERTA. (C ) 700 E. Broadway, 
Fa irfie ld , la. 52556 
GOLAY, GEORGE H. (C ) 4920 N. 8 5 th , M ilw aukee, Wis. 53225 
GOODEN, BILL. (R ) 204 W illow  Valley Rd., Lamar, Colo. 81052 
( fu ll- t im e )
GOODMAN, WILLIAM. (C) R. 3, Box 269, B em id ji, M inn . 56601 
•GORMANS, THE SINGING (CHARLES & ANN). (C ) 11505 Preston 
Hwy., Lot 67, Lou isv ille , Ky. 40229 
GRAHAM, JIM D. (C ) 1233 South Pine, Grapevine, Tex. 76051 
GRAVVAT, HAROLD F. (C) 812 N. 9 th , Lot 26, M attoon, III. 61938 
•GREEN, JAMES & ROSEMARY. (C ) Box 385, Canton, III. 61520 
GRIMM, GEORGE J. (C ) 820 W ells St., S is te rsv ille , W.Va. 26175 
GRINDLEY, R. E. (C ) 4754 McFadden Rd., Colum bus, Ohio 43229 
•GRINDLEYS, THE SINGING (GERALD i  JANICE). (C ) 539 E.
Mason St., Owosso, M ich. 48867 
GUY, MARION 0 . (C ) 444 Fairfax, Muskogee, Okla. 74401 
♦HAIN ES, GARY. (R ) 246 Tanna C t„  Colorado Springs, Colo. 80916 
( fu ll- t im e )
•H A LL, BILL & SHARON. (C ) Box 623, Trevecca Naz. Col., Nash­
v ille , Tenn. 37210 
HAMILTON, MARK. (C ) 1305 St. C lair, V incennes, Ind. 47591 
HANCE, RAY. (C ) 7432 N.W. 28 th  St., Bethany, Okla. 73008 
HANCOCK, BOYD C. (C ) 1404 Cambridge, Olathe. Kans. 66061
•  HAPPINESS SINGERS. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HARLEY, C. H. (C ) Burbank, Ohio 44214
HARRISON, ROBERT U. (C ) 3202 Benbrook Dr., Austin , Tex. 78758 
HARROLD, JOHN W. (C ) 409 14th St., Rochelle, III. 61068 
HATHAWAY, KENNETH. (C ) c /o  NPH 
HAYES, CECIL G. (C ) R.D. 2, Howard, Ohio 4302 8 
♦HEASLEY, JIMMY & FERN. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HECKER FAMILY. (R ) Fam ily Evangelists, Box J, A llen tow n, Pa. 
18105
HEGSTROM, H. E. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HENDERSON, DONALD. (C ) 825 S. W ymore, Apt. 46-C, A ltam onte 
Springs, Fla. 32701 
HICKS, JOHN D. (R ) 4129 Ramsey Dr., N orth  H ighlands, Calif.
9566 0 ( fu ll- t im e )
HOECKLE, WESLEY W. (C ) 642 Vaky St., Corpus Christi, Tex. 78404 
HOLLEY, C. D. (C ) R. 2, Ind ian  Lake Rd., V icksburg, M ich. 49097 
HOLLOWAY, WARREN 0 . (C ) 445 W. L inco ln Way, Lisbon, Ohio 
44432
HOOTS, BOB. (C ) Adair Ave., Colum bia, Ky. 42728
•  HOPKINS, BOB & LINDA. (C) R. 2, Box 719, Ind ianapo lis . Ind.
46231
HOWARD, MICHAEL ANTHONY. (C ) P.O. Box 816, Durant, Okla. 
74701
HUBARTT, LEONARD. (C ) 1155 Henry St., H unting ton , Ind. 46750 
HUNDLEY, EDWARD J. (R ) 732 D rum m ond C t„  Colum bus, Ohio 
43214 ( fu ll t im e )
INGLAND, WILMA JEAN. (C ) 322 Meadow Ave., Charle ro i, Pa. 15022 
♦IR W IN , ED. (C ) 7459 Davis M ill C r„  H arrison, Tenn. 37341 
ISENBERG, DONALD. (C ) Chalk A rtis t & Evangelist, 240 E. Grand 
St.. Bou-bonnais, III. 60914 
JACKSON, PAUL & TRISH. (R ) Box 739, Meade, Kans. 67864 
(fu ll-tim e)
•JACKSON SINGERS, CHUCK. (C ) Box 17177, Nashville , Tenn. 
37217
JAGGER, KENNETH. (C ) 1025 Delaware, No. 4, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80909
JAMES, R. ODIS. (C ) 353 W inter Dr., St. James, Mo. 65559 
♦JANTZ, CALVIN & MARJORIE. (C ) c /o  N PH*
JAYMES, RICHARD W. (C ) 321 E. High Ave., B e lle fon ta ine , Ohio 
43311
JETER, H. L. (C ) 2345 Johnstown, F lorissant, Mo. 63033 
•JEWETT, LARRY & PATRICIA. (C ) R. 4. Box 265, West M onroe, La. 
71291
JOHNSON, EDWARD J. (R ) Rte. 1, C learw ater, M inn . 55320 ( fu l l ­
tim e)
•JO HNSO N, RON. (R ) 3208 E ighth St. E „ Lew iston, Ida. 83501
JONES, CLAUDE W. (C ) R. 4, Box 42, Bel A ir, Md. 21014 
JONES, FRED D. (R ) 804 Elissa Dr., N ashville , Tenn. 37217 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
KEALIHER, DAVID. (C ) 3 16  D ufu r, Nampa, Ida. 83651 
KENNEDY, GORDON L. (C ) P.O. Box 52, G ibsonburg, Ohio 43431 
KESLER, JAMES. (R ) Box 191, West Lebanon, Ind. 47991 ( fu ll t im e ) 
KOHR, CHARLES A. (C ) R.D. 2, Box 298, B roo kv ille , Pa. 15825 
KRATZ, ELDON & KAY (R ) 814 Grant Terr., O lathe, Kans. 66061 
( fu ll- t im e )
LAMAR, C. M. (C ) 118 S. Second, Maquoketa, la. 52060 
LANIER, JOHN H. (C ) W est Poplar St., Junc tion  C ity, O hio 43748 
LASSELL, RAY. (C ) R. 2, Box 55, B rownsburg, Ind . 46112 
♦LAW, DICK & LUCILLE. (C ) Box 481, Bethany, Okla. 73008
•  LAXSON, WALLY & GINGER, (C ) R. 3, Athens, Ala. 35611
•  LECKRONE, LARRY D. (C ) 1308 H ighgrove, G randview. Mo. 64030 
♦LEICHTY SINGERS. (C ) 753 S. W ildw ood, Kankakee, III. 60901 
LEMASTER, BEN. (C ) 1576 S. Reed, Reedley, Calif. 93654 
LEONARD, JAMES C. t  FLORICE. (C ) 150 Valley View Dr., Johns­
tow n, Ohio 43031
LESTER, FRED R. (C ) c /o  N P H *
LIDDELL, P. L. (C ) 3530 W. A llen Rd., Howell, M ich. 48843 
LIGHTNER, JOE. (C ) 4335 Raven PL, S prin g fie ld , Mo. 65804 
♦LIN D ER , LLOYD P. (C ) 1018 Cedar St., E lkha rt, Ind. 46514 
LINEMAN, HAZEL FRALEY. (C ) 10 S. Th ird  St., B rad ford , Pa. 16701 
♦LOM AN, LANE AND JANET. (R ) Box 1, Salisbury, N.C. 28144 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
LONG, WILMER A. (R ) R.D. # 2 ,  New Florence, Pa. 15944 ( fu ll- t im e )  
LOWN, A. J. (C ) c /o  N P H *
•  LUSH, RON & MYRTLEBEL. (C ) c /o  N P H *
LYONS, JAMES H. (C ) 1011 W, Shaw C t„ No. 1, W hitew ater, Wis. 
53190
MacALLEN, LAWRENCE 1. t  MARY. (C ) A rtis t & Evangelist, 41808 
W. Ram bler Ave., E lyria , Ohio 44035 
MANLEY, STEPHEN. (C ) 1778 S. 350 E „ M arion , Ind. 40952 
MANNING, C. M. (C ) Box N, M aysville , Ky. 41056
•  MARTIN, DICK. (C ) Box 60008, Sacram ento, Calif. 95860 
MARTIN, PAUL. (C ) c /o  NPH *
MARTIN, VERN W. (C ) Route 1, Caldw ell, Ida. 83605 
MAYO, CLIFFORD. (C ) Box 103, A fton , Tex. 79220 
•M cA B EE, JAMES. (R ) 410 Freeman Ave., Seym our, Ind. 47274 
McCLURE, DARL. (C ) R. 3, Box 500, Kenwood Plaza, Bryan, Ohio 
43506
MCDONALD, CHARLIE. (C ) R. 1, Box 308, Dale, Tex. 78616 
McDONALD, G. RAY. (R ) 321 C urran, B rookhaven, M iss. 39601 
( fu ll- t im e )
McGUFFEY, J. W. (C ) 4715 Ponderosa, Tyler, Tex. 75701 
McKINNEY, ROY T. (C ) 2 319  W aku lla  Way, O rlando, Fla. 32809 
•M c N U T T , PAUL. (C ) 215 W. 6 8 th  Terr,, Kansas C ity, Mo. 64113 
McWHIRTER, G. STUART. (C ) c /o  NPH *
MEEK, WESLEY, SR. (C ) 5713 S. Shartel, Oklahom a C ity, Okla. 
73109
MELVIN, DOLORES. (C ) R. 1. Greenup, Ky. 41144
•  MEREDITH, DWIGHT & NORMA JEAN. (C ) c /o  N P H *
MERRELL, RICHARD L. (R ) Box 20286, M inneapo lis , M inn . 55431
(fu ll- t im e )
♦M ER RITT, HERBERT & MRS. (C ) 7401 B e linder, P ra irie  V illage, 
Kans. 66208
•  MICKEY, BOB, IDA MAE, & MARCELLA. (C ) Box 1435, Lamar,
Colo. 81052
MILLER, MEL. (C ) B ib le  Expositor, 226 W. N o rth ru p  St., Lansing, 
M ich. 48910
•  MILLER, RUTH E. (C ) 111 W. 45 th  St., Reading, Pa. 19606 
MILLHUFF, CHUCK. (C ) c /o  N P H *
MONTGOMERY, CLYDE. (C ) 2517 N. 12th St., Terre Haute, Ind. 
47804
MORRIS, CLYDE H. (C ) 101 B ryan t Lake Rd., N itro , W.Va. 25143
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•  MULLEN, DeVERNE. (C ) 67 W ilstead, N ewm arket, Ont., Canada 
♦MYERS, HAROLD & MRS. (C ) 575 Ferris, N.W., Grand Rapids,
M ich. 49504
•N E F F , LARRY & PATRICIA. (C ) 625 N. Water St., Owosso, M ich. 
48867
♦NELSON, CHARLES ED (C ) Box 241, Rogers, Ark. 72756  
NEUSCHWANGER, ALBERT. (C ) c /o  NPH *
NICHOLAS, CLAUDE. (R ) 3395 Ham m erburg R d„ F lin t, M ich.
48507 (fu ll-tim e)
OVERTON, WM. D. (C ) Fam ily  Evangelist & Chalk A rtis t, 798 Lake 
Ave., W oodbury Heights, N.J. 08097 
♦OYLER, CALVIN B. (C ) 1322 S. H ydrau lic , W ich ita , Kans. 67211 
PALMER, JAMES. (C ) 639 S. Home Ave., M a rtin sv ille , Ind. 46151
•  PARR, PAUL G., & THE SONGMASTERS. (C ) Rte. 1, Box 167A
W hite tow n, Ind. 46075 
♦PASSMORE EVANGELISTIC PARTY, THE A. A. (C ) c /o  N P H * 
PECK, W. A. (C ) R. 2, Box 65A, M alden, Mo. 63863 
PEMBLE, A. R. (See Rocky M oun ta in  Airs)
PERDUE, NELSON. (C ) 3 732  E. Rte. 245, Cable, Ohio 43009 
PFEIFER, DON. (C ) 102 E. 7th S t., Waverly, O hio 45690 
PHILLIPS, GENE E. (C ) 8 00  E. Quincy Rd„ Rte. 2, G riggsville, III. 
62340
•  PITTS, PAUL. (C ) 2213 Knoll Dr., Dayton, Ohio 45431  
♦PIERCE, BOYCE & CATHERINE. (C ) R. 4, Danville , III. 61832  
♦PORTER, JOHN & PATSY. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦POW ELL, CURTICE L. (C ) 2010 London Dr., M ansfie ld , Ohio 44905  
POWELL, EARL. (R ) 1613 H icko ry  St., F latwood, Ky. 41139 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
♦POW ELL, FRANK. (C ) P.O. Box 222, Oskaloosa, la. 52577  
•QUALLS, PAUL M. (C ) 5441 Lake Jessamine Dr., Orlando, Fla. 
32809
♦RAKER, W. C. I  MARY. (C ) Box 106, Lew istown, III. 61542  
RAYCROFT, R. N. (C ) c /o  N P H *
REED, DOROTHY. (C ) P.O. Box 32, Danville , III. 61832 
REEDY, J. C. (C ) 449 Bresee Ave., Bourbonnais, III. 60914 
RHAME, JOHN D. (R ) 1712 Good Hope, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701 
( fu ll- t im e )
•  RICHARDS, LARRY & PHYLLIS (COULTER). (R ) 2479 Madison
Ave., Ind ia napo lis , Ind . 46203 
RIDEN, K. R. (C ) c /o  NPH
ROBERTSON, JAMES H. (C ) 201 4  Green Apple L n „ A rling ton , Tex. 
76014
♦ROB ISON, ROBERT I  WIFE. (C ) Heaters, W.Va. 26627
•  ROCKY MOUNTAIN AIRS. (R ) Box 1842, Bozeman, M ont. 59715
( fu ll- t im e )
RODGERS, CLYDE B. (R ) 505 Lester Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 37210  
( fu ll- t im e )
ROTHWELL, MEL-THOMAS. (R ) 2108 A lexander L n „ Bethany, Okla. 
73008
RUSHING, KEN & EDNA. (R ) 3621 N.W. 9 7 th  St., M iam i, Fla.
3 3147 ( fu ll- t im e )
RUTHERFORD, BOB. (C ) R. 1, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 
RUTHERFORD, STEPHEN. (R ) Box 204, La Vergne, Tenn. 37086 
( fu ll- t im e )
SANDERS, RUFUS J. (C ) 311 N. T h ird  Ave., Saginaw, M ich. 48607 
♦SAY FAMILY. (C ) 1515 Pinelake Dr.. O rlando, Fla. 32808 
SCARLETT, DON. (C ) 1806 Auburn, Speedway, Ind. 46224 
SCHLANG, NEIL. (C ) 1404 Old Ringgold Rd., Chattanooga, Tenn. 
37404
SCHOONOVER, MODIE. (C ) 1 508 Glenview, Adrian, M ich. 49221  
SCHRIBER, GEORGE. (C ) 8642 Cherry L n „  Alta Loma, Calif. 91701  
♦SERROTT, CLYDE. (C ) Evangelist & C h ild ren ’ s W orker, 558 W.
M elrose C ir., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33312 
SEXTON, ARNOLD (DO C) & GARNETT. (C ) 1116 H ighland Ave., 
Ashland, Ky. 41101 
♦SEYMORE, PAUL W. (C ) Box 94, P ittsb u rg , III. 62974 
♦SHARP, CHARLES & FAMILY. (C ) R. 2, Box 21 6 -0 , V icksburg, 
M ich. 49097
SHARPLES, J. J. & MRS. (R ) 41 James Ave., Yorkton , Saskatchewan, 
Canada ( fu ll- t im e )
SHEA, ALBERT J. (C ) 2 88  Shaborn L n „  St. M arys, Ohio 45885 
SHOLAR, LINDA ROBINSON. (C ) Box 5642, Faye tteville , N.C. 28303 
♦SH O M O , PHIL & MIRIAM. (C ) 517 Pershing Dr., Anderson, Ind. 
46011
SHUMAKE, C. E. (C ) P.O. Box 1083, H endersonville , Tenn. 37075
SISK, IVAN. (C ) 4327 Moraga Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92117 
•SLACK, DOUGLAS. (C ) 424 L inco ln St., Rising Sun, Ind. 47040 
♦SLATER, GLENN & VERA. (C ) 320 S. 22nd St., Independence, 
Kans. 67301
SMITH, CHARLES HASTINGS. (C ) Box 937, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
♦S M IT H , DUANE. (C ) c /o  N PH*
SMITH, FLOYD P. (R ) 2 56  O akhurst Ln„ Arcadia, Calif. 91006 
( fu ll- t im e )
♦ S M IT H , OTTIS E„ JR., & MARGUERITE. (C ) 60 Grant St., T id ioute, 
Pa. 16351
SMITH, R. A. (C ) Box 42, W adsworth, Ohio 44281 
♦S M ITH S , SINGING. (C ) P.O. Box 36, Ladson, S.C. 29456 
SNELL, DALE E. (R ) 814 Paradise In . ,  Colorado Springs, Colo.
80904 ( fu ll- t im e )
SNOW, DONALD E. (C ) 53 Baylis, S.W., Grand Rapids, M ich. 49507 
♦SPARKS, ASA & MRS. (C ) 91 Lester Ave., Nashville , Tenn. 37210 
SPROWLS, EARL L. (C ) c /o  NPH *
STAFFORD, DANIEL. (C ) Box 11, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
STARNES, SAM L. (C ) 448 S. Pra irie , Bradley, III. 60915 
STEPHENS, KEN. (R ) P.O. Box 24537, Dallas, Tex. 75224 ( fu l l­
tim e)
STEWART, PAUL J. (C ) Box 90, Jasper, Ala. 35501 
♦STOCKER, W. G. (C ) 1421 14th Ave., N.W., Rochester, M inn. 
55901
•STO N E GOSPEL SINGING FAMILY. (R ) 5150 A irp o rt Rd., Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80916 
STREET, DAVID. (C ) Rte. 1. Ramsey. Ind. 47166 
STRICKLAND, RICHARD L. (C ) 4723 Cullen Ave., S p ring fie ld , Ohio 
45503
SWANSON, ROBERT L. (C ) 1102 Greenwood Dr., Yukon, Okla. 
73099
•SWEENEY, ROGER i  EULETA. (C ) Rte. 2, Box 106, Sharon Grove, 
Kv. 42280
TAYLOR, CLIFF. (R ) Fam ily  Evangelist, 2469 Sacramento Dr., 
Redding, Calif. 96001 
TAYLOR, JOHN D. (C ) 205 N. L im it, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80905 
TAYLOR, ROBERT W. (C ) 4501 C ro ftsh ire  Dr., Dayton, Ohio 45440 
THOMAS, J. MELTON. (C ) c /o  N P H *
THOMPSON, GENEVIEVE. (C ) Prophecy, Craig, Mo. 64437 
•TH O M PSO N , L. DEAN. (C ) 314 S. S um m it, G irard, Kans. 66743 
♦THORNTON, RON L. (R ) Rte. 3, Box 301, Colona, III. 61241 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
TOEPFER, PAUL. (C ) Box 146, Petersburg, Tex. 79250 
TRIPP, HOWARD. (C ) c /o  NPH
♦TUCKER, BILL t  JEANETTE. (C ) P.O. Box 3204, La Vale, Md. 
21502
TUCKER, RALPH. (C ) c /o  NPH
♦TURNOCK, JIM & D. J. (R ) c /o  N P H * ( fu ll- t im e )
VANDERBUSH, HENRY AND RHONDA. (C ) Bushnell, S.D. 57011 
VANDERPOOL, WILFORD. (C ) 11424 N. 37 th  St.. Phoenix, Ariz. 
85028
VARIAN, W. E. (C ) 5423 H icks Corner, Kalamazoo, M ich. 49002 
WADE, E. BRUCE. (C ) 3029 Sharpview  Ln„ Dallas, Tex. 75228 
♦WALKER, LAWRENCE C. AND LAVONA. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦WARD, LLOYD & GERTRUDE. (C ) Preacher & Chalk A rtis t, 6944 
W hiskey Creek Dr., Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901 
•W ELCH, JONATHAN & ILONA. (C ) 601 Com m ercial, Danville , III. 
61832
•  WELCH, RICHARD & CLAUDIA. (C ) c /o  N P H *
WELCH, W. B. (C ) 5328 Edith St., Charleston, S.C. 29405 
WEST, EDNA. (C ) 910 Carlisle S t., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907 
WEST, C. EDWIN. (C ) c /o  N P H *
WHITED, CURTIS. (C ) 307 N. Blake, Olathe, Kans. 66061 
♦W ILK INSON TRIO. (R ) 2840 18 th  S t., Colum bus, Ind. 47201 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
WILLIAMS, G. W. (C ) 2200 Elva Dr., Kokomo, Ind. 46901 
♦W ILLIAM S, LAWRENCE. (C ) 6715 N.W. 3 0 th  Terr., Bethany, 
Okla. 73008
WISE, DAVE. (R ) 9826 S prin g fie ld  Pike, C inc in na ti, Ohio 45215 
( fu ll- t im e )
♦WISEHART, LENNY & JOY. (C ) c /o  N P H *
WOLPE, JOSEPH P. (C ) 3976 4 th  St., R iverside, Calif. 92501 
WRIGHT, E. G. (C ) c /o  N P H *
WYLIE, CHARLES. (C ) 1217 F u lle r, W in fie ld , Kans. 67156 
WYRICK, DENNIS. (C ) 603 Reed Dr., F rank fo rt, Ky. 40601 
•YATES, BEN J. (R ) 5709 W illow  Terr. Dr., Bethel Park, Pa. 
15102 ( fu ll- t im e )
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Make it SPECIAL with. . .
Promotion Certificates
CT-91
Birth  T h rough  3 
Jesus w ith  H is Family
CT-105
Ages 4 T h rough  5 
Jesus at Play
CT-121
Ages 9 T h rough  11 
Jesus in the  Synagogue
CT-164R
R ecogn ition  
Jesus Teaching
T O M O T IO N  D A Y  P R O G R A M  B U IL D E R
i excellent source for ideas and materials for plan- 
ng an interesting, well-rounded program. 32 pages. 
>-501 95c
HIELD BIBLE
com m ended by the  Departm ent o f 
lu rch Schoo ls  fo r presenting each pup il 
ing p rom oted in to  the  fou rth  grade. Nu- 
jrous  features make th is  particu la rly  
Ipful fo r jun io r-age  use. 45/s x 7 V2". 
Dth board.
BOON $3.00; 12 fo r $2.85 each
j r  o th e r P rom otional Day supplies and 
jp ro pria te  awards, consu lt o u r la tes t 
a s te r Buying  G uide. Free upon request, 
rder AT ONCE w h ile  am ple stock available.
\ Z A R E N E  P U B L IS H IN G  H O U S E
st Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
CT-113
Ages 6 T h rough  8 
Jesus and Joseph
CT-156
D epartm ent to  Departm ent 
Jesus F ish ing w ith  Peter
)n Fam iliar Bible scenes lithographed 
full color on front. Inside is a contemporary open 
ble-cross design, appropriate scripture, and certifi- 
tte form ready to personalize with name, depart- 
ent, date, and signature. French fold. 51/4 x IV a !'. 
atching envelope.
ckage o f 12 (same stock num ber)
CT-13X
Ages 12 T h rough  14 
Jesus Ta lk ing  w ith  Young People
*DER BY NUMBERS 
IDER EACH ILLUSTRATION
CT-148
Youth
Jesus and Fishermen
IDesleqana H|g
John Wesley: 
Salvation from Inward and Outward Sin
B y  R o y  S . N ic h o ls o n *
We s l e y ’ s  v i e w  on Christian per­fection  have been clearly 
stated in his writing on that subject. 
They have been stated in a number of 
editions from 1725 through 1777. 
Some have intimated that Wesley 
changed his views on this subject 
in his later years. On that subject Dr. 
James H. Potts wrote: “ This tract 
[Christian Perfection] underwent 
several revisions and enlargements 
during his lifetime; and in every suc­
cessive edition the date of the most 
recent revision was specified. The 
last revision appears to have been 
made in the year 1777; and since that 
period this date has been generally 
continued on the title-page of the 
several editions of the pamphlet” 
(Living Thoughts o f John Wesley 
[Hunt and Eaton, 1891], note, p. 
249).
The Term Perfection
John Wesley was not confined to 
any one mode of expression in rela­
tion to the subject of perfection. “ I 
have no fondness for the term perfec­
tion. It seldom occurs, either in my 
preaching or writings. It is my oppo­
nents who thrust it upon me con­
*General President Emeritus, The Wesleyan 
Church.
tinually, and ask what I mean by it 
. . .  I do not build any doctrine there­
upon, nor undertake critically to ex­
plain it.
“ What is the meaning of perfec­
tion? is another question; but that it 
is a scriptural term is undeniable. 
Therefore, none ought to object to the 
use of the term, whatever they will 
do to this or that explication of it. 
But I still think that perfection is 
only another term for holiness, or the 
image of God in man. ‘God made 
man perfect,’ I think, is just the same 
as ‘He made him holy,’ or ‘in His own 
image’ ”  (“ An Answer to the Rev. 
Mr. Dodd,”  Wesley’s Works, 11: 
450).*
The Grand Depositum of Method- 
sim
“ All our main doctrines, which in­
clude all the rest, are three, that of 
repentance, of faith, and of holi­
ness,”  declared Mr. Wesley. And in a 
letter to Robert C. Brackenbury, 
Esq., Wesley wrote that “ this doc­
trine” (full sanctification) was “ the 
grand depositum which God has
*The Works herein referred to is The Works o f John 
Wesley, 14-volume, complete and unabridged edi­
tion, reprinted by Zondervan Publishing House, 
Grand Rapids, M ich., from the authorized edition 
first published in London, 1872.
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lodged with the people called Meth­
odists; and for the sake of propagat­
ing this chiefly he appeared to have 
raised us up”  {Works, 13:9).
The heart of Wesley’s teaching 
centered on these essential truths: 
“ By salvation I mean, not barely . . . 
deliverance from hell, or going to 
heaven; but a present deliverance 
from sin, a restoration of the soul to 
its primitive health, its original pur­
ity; a recovery of the divine nature; 
the renewal of our souls after the 
image of God, in righteousness and 
true holiness, in justice, mercy and 
truth. . . . Faith is the sole condition 
of this salvation . . . ” (Works, 8:47).
This, Wesley said, he found in 
“ the Bible, as the one, the only stan­
dard of truth, and the only model of 
pure religion” (A Plain Account of 
Christian Perfection, Works, 11: 
367). His teaching on this subject was 
so scriptural that he could ask: “ And 
what is there here, which any man of 
understanding who believes the Bible 
can object to? What can he deny, 
without flatly contradicting the 
Scripture? What retrench, without 
taking from the Word of God?” 
(Ibid., p. 369).
Christian Perfection Defined
In 1759 Wesley declared that his 
thoughts on Christian perfection 
were “ just the same that I have en­
tertained for about twenty years.” 
And replying to the question, “ What 
is Christian perfection?”  he an­
swered: “ The loving God with all our 
heart, mind, soul, and strength. This 
implies, that no wrong temper, none 
contrary to love, remains in the soul; 
and that all the thoughts, words, and 
actions, are governed by pure love” 
(Ibid., p. 394).
This experience was the result of a 
definite, instantaneous spiritual cri­
sis, subsequent to the initial experi­
ence of remission of sins. Mr. Wesley 
declared that there was “ a cloud of
witnesses who have received in one 
moment either a clear sense of the 
forgiveness of their sins or the abid­
ing witness of the Holy Spirit. But we 
do not know a single instance in any 
place, a person’s receiving in one and 
the same moment, remission of sins, 
the abiding witness of the Spirit, and 
a new, clean heart”  (Ibid., p. 380).
Repeatedly and emphatically Wes­
ley declared that this “ high . . . salva­
tion . . .  is receivable by mere faith, 
and . . . hindered only by unbelief . . . 
if any speak otherwise, he is the per­
son that brings new doctrine among 
us”  (Ibid., pp. 382-83).
A Careful Reexamination
On June 16, 1747, Mr. Wesley held 
the fourth of his several conferences 
at which his doctrinal views were ex­
amined. And he wrote: “ As several 
persons were present, who did not be­
lieve the doctrine of perfection, we 
agreed to examine it from the founda­
tion” (Ibid., p. 388). One of the items 
considered by this conference was: 
“ How much is allowed by our breth­
ren who differ with regard to entire 
sanctification?”  Then follows a state­
ment of three main views of those 
who did not agree with the Wesleyan 
views on this subject. In character­
istic manner of fairness to their posi­
tion, Wesley set forth six points in 
which he “ granted” that there were 
grounds for the doctrine to be “ mis­
understood and consequently mis­
represented”  (Ibid., p. 378).
The heart of the conference was de­
voted to a careful consideration of 
“ the point where we divide” ; namely, 
“ should we expect to be saved from 
all sin before the article of death?” 
This involved the “ Scripture promise 
of this . . .”  in both the Old and the 
New Testaments, the prayers and 
the commands, and the “ example in 
Scripture of persons who had at­
tained this”  (Ibid., pp. 388-90).
(To be continued)
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My Pastor’s Wife
B y  W a y n e  M . W a r n e r *
Be f o r e  I g o t  t o  k n o w  h e r ,  I half accepted the tag given to the 
faithful companion of my neighbor 
pastor by a parishioner friend. He 
called her “ Twitterpated.”  True, her 
nervous mannerisms annoyed me.
I have since realized that many 
a pastor’s wife finds herself in this 
same predicament, caught in circum­
stances over which she has little con­
trol, situations which she would not 
be allowed to change if she could ex­
cept at the risk of her husband’s 
reputation.
The writing team of Gordon and 
Gordon researched 200 churches and 
came up with an authentic novel by 
Doubleday entitled The Tumult and 
the Joy. It considers the plight of 
ministers’ wives. It suggests that con­
ditions for many ministers’ wives 
have not changed in the past 50 
years. They are expected to live in 
run-down parsonages, gladly accept 
cast-off furniture, and devote full 
time without pay to church activi­
ties. The Gordons conclude that 
women are overshadowed in no other 
field, and so disadvantaged—by their 
respective congregations— as are pas­
tors’ wives.
Research uncovered parsonages 
where the church refused to allow the 
parsonage family to hang pictures so
*Pastor, Church o f the Nazarene, Battle Creek, 
Mich.
the church would not have to re­
paint the walls after they were gone, 
where the carpeting was split down 
the center so it could be switched 
around as it became worn. The Gor­
dons claim it is unfair for the church 
to hire a pastor and expect his wife to 
work free— and teen-age children too, 
if there are any. The sad part, they 
feel, is that some young pastors’ 
wives have rebelled and refused to do 
anything around the church, which is 
the other extreme, although the 
churches have only themselves to 
blame.
Being confronted with the accur­
acy of the Gordons’ claims caused me 
to reconsider both my friend “ Twit­
terpated” and my own mate-in-the- 
ministry for more than two decades. 
Each of these dedicated ladies ac­
cepted a calling that was considered 
her husband’s and not her own. Each 
accepted every kind of situation gra­
ciously, asking only that God bless 
the efforts of her husband. Each lived 
on “ whatever”  without complaint. 
Each managed whatever she had 
with integrity, keeping her husband 
respectable. Each learned to mini­
mize her own opinions and always 
made certain her children were re­
spectful in the proper ways and to 
the proper persons.
These creative creatures answer 
the telephone day or night, always
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present a happy appearance, and 
never have a mood. They teach a 
Sunday school class, take a job no 
one else will have, and agree with 
everyone, while entertaining upon 
demand and making certain they of­
fend no one. They hear all the things 
the parishioners would like to say to 
the minister but are afraid to, and 
they counsel and comfort the pastor 
who dares not reveal himself to any­
one else— all of this in the name of 
the church. After all, their husbands 
are getting paid for it.
True, some churches still refuse 
any place of ministry to the ladies. 
Pope Paul signed a decree which 
said, “ In accordance with the venera­
ble tradition of the church installa­
tion in the ministries of lector and 
acolyte is reserved to men.”  How­
ever, these ladies do not seek their 
husbands’ roles and seldom ask for 
recognition of their own roles. They 
make the best of it, usually keeping 
their tensions, troubles, and tears 
well hidden until they develop a bad 
case of nerves, and someone callously 
calls them “ twitterpated.”
My friend “ Twitterpated”  is still 
nervous, but she no longer annoys 
me. In fact, I see her as a beautiful 
person of marvelous dignity, strength, 
and wisdom. It is at this precise point 
that I have to confess that my pas­
tor’s wife seldom has the protection 
and consideration which I so appreci­
ate. Because my pastor’s wife has be­
come the “ catchall”  for many of the 
things with which the parishioners
cannot bother their minister, and be­
cause my pastor’s wife remains dili­
gent ly  d e d i c a t e d  to  God ,  her 
husband, and their church, she may 
well be the most isolated person in 
the whole community.
I cannot conclude, as did the Gor­
dons, that it’s high time women’s lib 
looked into the plight of ministers’ 
wives; but my 24 years of ministry 
tell me that T. R. Buzzard must have 
been thinking about my pastor’s wife 
when he wrote these lines:
The Pastor’s Wife
In the shadow of the parsonage 
Stands a figure oft obscure,
Just behind the faithful pastor 
Is his wife, devout and pure.
She is with him every moment 
Helping make his work progress, 
And you can’t discount her portion 
In the measure of success.
Oft behind the scene o f action,
Oft never seen or heard,
Yet she stands forever ready 
Just to give a helping hand.
It is not in active service
That her worth is really shown,
But in bearing heavy burdens 
That to others are unknown.
With encouragement and vision 
She must urge God’s servant on, 
When the shadows are the darkest 
And his courage almost gone.
With her home forever open 
And her work quite never done,
She is ever his lieutenant 
In the battles fought and won.
I will decide what I want my child to be like, and will then keep him 
in that kind of an environment. He will learn by consistent example and 
be strengthened by habit. I will allow nothing (including my child) to 
keep him out of this environment. To make this effective, I will begin 
exposure the week he is born.
—Submitted by J. Christy
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THE
Z O O M IT
Through the W ilderness—  
To F reed o m
I ran across a thought in The Saving 
P ossib ility , by W illiam  M cE lvaney 
(Abingdon, 1971, p. 81) that I share with 
you: “ Celebration is when . . . you accept 
the fact that there’s only one way out of 
Egypt. And that’s through the wilder­
ness.”  Later he adds this thought: “ In 
the wilderness we have only one thing go­
ing for us, and that is God’s promise that 
he will sustain us.”
There are a lot of ways you can run 
with a thought like this.
Follow  M e!
It has occurred to me of late that those 
two words of Jesus— “ Follow me” —are 
tremendously meaningful in our day. 
Ernest Campbell, in his book Locked in a 
Room with Open Doors, puts an added 
dimension to them when he said: . . 
anyone who says, ‘Follow me,’ is going 
someplace.”
And in Campbell’s brief comment is 
the good news our generation needs to 
hear—that there is Someone who is going 
somewhere, and He invites us to go with 
Him!
H alfw ay  Is N o t Enough
In sorting through some old papers, 
this thought caught my attention— 
“ Halfway to Christ is a dreadful place.”
B y  C .  N e il  S t r a i t
Pastor, Taylor Avenue 
Church of the Nazarene 
Racine, Wis.
Immediately I thought of the rich 
young ruler—so close and yet so far. The 
dreadfulness of his predicament was 
threefold: (1) He was so close to some­
thing eternal but settled for something 
earthly; (2) He was on the verge of free­
dom but settled for bondage; (3) He was 
so close to joy but walked away in sad­
ness.
The P ara lyzed  M an  a n d  Jesus
In Mark 2:1-12 is recorded the story of 
the paralyzed man and his healing by 
Jesus. Several things about the miracle 
are interesting, but one thing in particu­
lar I share with you. The only thing the 
paralyzed man had was a need. Yet the 
thrilling thought is that that is all a man 
needs to come to Jesus—just a need. And 
every man has a need of some kind.
R eal Prom otion
A. W. Tozer said one time, “ The call 
of Christ is always a promotion. Any 
movement toward Christ is ascent— any 
direction away from Him is down.”
This is what every man needs to re­
member when he stands in the moment 
of decision, making up his mind about 
the future. There is only one way to a 
better future, and that is with Jesus.
R o b ert S chu lle r on Preach ing
R obert Schuller, in his book Your 
Church Has Real Possibilities, says 
something about preaching that I like, 
and about which we in the Wesleyan tra­
dition say too little: “ . . . the place to 
start looking for sermon ideas is in your 
heart—not your head! Use your heart 
first, and your head will follow!” (Regal 
Books, 1974, p. 138).
The Im p o rtan ce  o f the 
“O ne Th ing”
“ One thing”  is a phrase that occurs fre­
quently in the New Testament. There 
must be a message in what it is saying.
The reply of Jesus to the rich young 
ruler was “ One thing thou lackest”  
(Mark 10:21). When Martha criticized 
her sister, Jesus said to her, “ One thing 
is needful”  (Luke 10:42). The man who 
received sight at the hands of Jesus said, 
“ One thing I know” (John 9:25). And
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Paul said, “ This one thing I do . . (Phil. 
3:13). Even the Psalmist said: “ One 
thing have I desired of the Lord, that will 
I seek after”  (Ps. 27:4).
A Thought A b o u t P rayer
The late George A. Buttrick said: 
“ Prayer is the only form of revolt which
remains upright. . . . All other revolts 
either strain the reason, the conscience or 
the emotions”  ( The Power o f Prayer To­
day, 1970).
Phil. 4:6 (in The Living Bible) speaks 
to us at this point: “ Don’t worry about 
anything; instead, pray about everything; 
tell God your needs and don’t forget to 
thank him for his answers.”
IN TH E ^  S TUDY
Seeds for Sermons
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RELIGIOUS ACCENTS 
IN THE AMERICAN HERITAGE
T e x t : “ T h e  lin e s  are  fa l le n  u n to  m e  in  
p le a sa n t  p la c e s ; y e a , I h a v e  a g o o d ly  
h e r ita g e ”  (P s . 16:6).
It is appropriate that the Bicentennial 
birthday of the nation should come on 
Sunday. Hopefully, this will be a re­
minder to Americans that religion has 
been a major factor making our nation 
great, and it will be necessary to keep a 
religious thrust if we maintain our great­
ness. Today there is a mass movement 
away from the fundamental principles 
of the “ faith of our fathers,”  a massive 
erosion of moral principles, and a gigan­
tic minus sign that evidences a serious 
loss of religion in everyday life.
America has been blessed with privi­
leges which no other nation has enjoyed. 
Democratic processes of government give 
every citizen the right to vote, the right 
to worship God according to the dictates 
of his own conscience, and the right to 
live in a society where personal liberties 
are guaranteed by constitutional provi­
sions. A review of our religious heritage 
will bring into sharp focus the part that 
religion has played in causing the lines to 
fall to us in pleasant places.
I. T h e  S p ir it u a l  M o t iv e  in  C o l o n iz a t io n  
The most impressive document written 
to sway English public opinion in favor of 
overseas colonization was produced by 
Richard Hakluyt, a brilliant graduate of 
Oxford and the youthful chaplain o f the 
British ambassador to Paris. He set forth 
his ideas on this subject in a document 
published in 1584, entitled: Discourse on 
Western Planting. His major thesis was 
as follows: “ This western discovery will 
be greatly for the enlargement of the 
Gospel of Christ, whereunto the princes 
of the [Protestant] religion are chiefly 
bound . . . Now the Kings and Queens of 
England have the names of Defenders 
o f the Faith. By which title I think they 
are not only charged to maintain and pa­
tronize the faith of Christ, but also to en­
large and advance the same.”
by
Mendel! Taylor
Professor of History of 
Christianity, Nazarene 
Theological Seminary, 
Kansas City
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This original declaration of purpose 
was reemphasized as the first charter for 
establishing the Virginia Colony was 
issued. The key reference to religion in 
the charter was as follows: “ That the true 
word, and service of God and the Chris­
tian faith be preached, planted' and used 
within the several colonies and planta­
tions, not only for the benefit of the colo­
nists but also amongst the savage people 
which do or shall adjoin them.”
II. T h e  R elig io u s  M o t iv e  in  P o litic a l  
P r a c t ic e s
The first political document written 
in America was the famous Mayflower 
Compact. Someone has referred to this 
document as “ the birth certificate of 
American democracy.”  It was designed to 
regulate the conduct of the 102 passengers 
who came to the New World on the M ay­
flower. Excerpts from this document are 
as follows: “ In the name of God. Amen. 
We whose names are underwritten . . . 
having undertaken for the glory of God, 
and the advancement of the Christian 
faith . . . do . . . covenant and com ­
bine ourselves together into a civil body 
politic . . .”
T he D eclaration  o f Independence 
which has been reprinted so many ways 
in preparation for today’s celebration has 
been described as follows: “ The Declara­
tion o f Independence is not only one of 
the world’s great political documents; it 
is also, and primarily, a religious Magna 
Carta—written and signed by men to 
whom religion was all-important as the 
basis of lasting freedom. Its glowing prin­
ciples were written with a firm reliance 
upon the protection of divine Provi­
dence.”
The Constitutional Convention which 
met in 1787 was given the responsibility 
of drafting a constitution which would 
be the fundamental law of the land. For 
five weeks the group wrestled with vari­
ous political ideologies. They had not 
agreed on a single idea nor put a single 
sentence in writing. The first motion 
they agreed on was to start opening each 
session with prayer. From that moment, 
a sustained progress was made on the 
content of The Constitution.
The First Amendment to the Constitu­
tion started in this fashion: “ Congress 
shall make no law respecting the estab­
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof. . . ”
The great seal of the new government 
was to be stamped on all official docu­
ments. The religious motif was particu­
larly pronounced in the design of the seal. 
A copy o f the great seal is on the back of 
all $1.00 bills. The meaning of the sym­
bols and words on the seal are as follows: 
The unfinished pyramid, topped with the 
all-seeing eye of God, represents the in­
complete nation. It carries the Latin 
legends (left side) “Annuit Coeptis, ”  
which means “ He [God] has prospered 
our undertakings” ; and “Novus Ordo 
Seclorum, ”  which means “ a new order 
o f the ages [has been launched].”
IH . T h e  R e lig io u s  M o t iv e  in  O t h e r  
A spe c ts  o f  t h e  N a t io n a l  L ife
1. The president takes his oath of of­
fice with his hand on the Bible.
2. The national anthem has a line in 
verse 4 that says: “ And this be our motto: 
‘In God is our trust.’ ”
3. The coins carry the inscription: “ In 
God We Trust.”
4. The pledge of allegiance since 1954 
has included the phrase “ one nation, 
under God.”
C o n c l u s io n : Today is the day for Chris­
tians to stand up and be counted on the 
Lord’s side, be bold in their testimony, 
and resolutely declare that they will al­
low no other gods to come before the true 
and living God. Then lift their hearts in 
a mighty declaration: “ God bless Amer­
ica, land that I love.”
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS (Part I)
T e x t : “ But if we walk in the light, as he 
is in the light, we have fellowship one 
with another, and the blood of Jesus 
Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin” 
(1 John 1:7).
The last four verses of the first chapter 
of 1 John (vv. 7-10) are often used in part 
or in whole to give instructions for per­
sons who are seeking to be saved or sanc­
tified. These verses combine in a unique 
way the good news and the bad news re­
garding the sin problem. For the sake of 
variety, one of the most exciting innova­
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tions you can make in this passage is to 
read the four verses in reverse order, 
starting with verse 10 and ending with 7. 
The sequence of thoughts which stand 
out in this procedure becomes very logi­
cal and meaningful. In each couplet of 
verses the bad news about sin is given 
first, and the good news second. Let us 
work through this passage in this order:
I. T h e  B a d  N e w s  Is t h a t  E v e r y  P e r so n  
Is a  S in n e r
“ If we say that we have not sinned, we 
make him a liar” (v. 10). Every person 
who reaches the age of accountability is 
guilty of committing sin. By practice we 
are all sinners. In one way or another, we 
are guilty of resorting to falsehood, or dis­
honesty, or insincerity, or wrongdoing. 
This plight becomes more dismal and 
sordid as we get older. We think we are 
free to do whatever we please, but our 
only freedom is to indulge in sinful prac­
tices. This leads to helplessness, hope­
lessness, and hollowness. In this dread­
ful condition, it looks as if we are doomed 
to despair.
II. T he  G o o d  N e w s  Is t h a t  E v e r y  P e r ­
so n  C an  B e F org iv e n
“ If we confess our sins, he is faithful 
and just to forgive us our sins”  (v. 9). 
When we confess our sins, we are ac­
knowledging that we are totally responsi­
ble for our wrongdoing. Instead of blam­
ing the other person or blaming our 
circumstances, we now place the blame 
on ourselves and admit that we were 
wrong. The amazing thing is that when 
we are transacting business with the 
Lord, our only plea is “ guilty” ; and when 
this happens, He secures for us a verdict 
of acquittal. We do not put our best foot 
forward; instead, we put our two worst 
feet backwards as we kneel before Him, 
and we can get the right results. When 
we get so disgusted with ourselves that 
we throw ourselves on the mercy of His 
court, we can make headway with Him. 
His forgiveness is granted without res­
ervation.
C o n c l u sio n : When He forgives, He for­
gets. He wipes the record clean of all 
guilt and condemnation. He blots out the 
ugly record of our past and treats us as if 
we had not committed the sin at all. Not
even the probing eye of God can see what 
has been covered by the forgiving blood 
of Jesus. Now we can sing:
“ Oh, precious is the flow,
That makes me white as snow;
No other fount I know,
Nothing but the blood of Jesus.”
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS (Part II)
T e x t : 1 John 1:7-10
III. T h e  B ad  N e w s  Is t h a t  E v e r y  P e r so n  
H as In h e r it e d  S in
“ If we say that we have no sin, we de­
ceive ourselves, and the truth is not in 
us”  (v. 8). After we have been forgiven 
of committed sins, a joy sweeps through 
our souls that causes us to say that our 
hearts are full o f the love of the Lord, and 
there is room for nothing else on the in­
side. However, after this initial tide of 
joy settles to its normal level, the new 
Christian is often surprised to discover 
some unchristlike attitudes and ten­
dencies coming from the depth area of his 
life. Satan is often on hand to suggest 
that the person has just come to himself 
after an emotional surge, and that he 
does not have anything by way of reli­
gious experience. Then Satan suggests 
that the person should throw away his 
confidence, commit a sin, and start all 
over again. Some follow this advice and 
become confused and discouraged.
Others declare to Satan: “I  was there 
when it happened, and I  ought to know; /  
His Spirit burning within me set my 
heart aglow. / So I praise the Lord today, 
He has washed my sins away; /  I was 
there when it happened, and I  ought to 
know."  Then the new Christian says, 
“ I’m holding on to what I have, and I’m 
depending on the Holy Spirit to guide 
me in my Christian life.”
Soon this person will discover that his 
spiritual life reaches a plateau, and it 
levels off with a sudden slowdown in 
spiritual progress. He finds that it takes 
all the spiritual energy he can muster to 
combat the unchristlike tendencies that 
surface from the depth area of his life.
Next, he finds himself battling with 
divided loyalties, conflicting desires, and
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contrad ictory  purposes. He becom es 
aware of being a double-minded person, 
with one set of desires trying to hold on 
to the world, and another set trying to 
hold on to the things of God. When this 
condition prevails, he is unstable in all 
his ways.
The bad news is that he has inherited 
sin in the form of the carnal mind inside 
him. If he denies the reality of this type 
of sin, he is only deceiving himself. He is 
courting his own defeat and catering to a 
condition that leaves him disappointed.
IV. T h e  G o o d  N e w s  Is t h a t  E v e r y  P e r ­
s o n  C an  B e  F r e e d  fr o m  In h e r it e d  S in
“ If we walk in the light, as he is in the 
light . . . the blood of Jesus Christ his 
Son cleanseth us from all sin”  (v. 7). The 
inherited sin that remains in the depth 
area of our lives can be removed. The cor­
ruption that taints our inner being can 
be cleansed away by the blood of Jesus. 
The pollution that contaminates us with 
carnal desires can be purged by the spir­
itual benefits provided on Calvary.
The condition for making this a reality 
is for us to walk in the light— that is, keep 
saying yes to the will o f God. This in­
cludes an all-out surrender of the known 
and the unknown, of the present and the 
future, and of our wills to His will.
C o n c l u s io n : The best news that we can 
receive is: “ Freedom from all sin for all 
men.”
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FROM THE SUBLIME
TO THE RIDICULOUS
T e x t : “ He was in the world, and the 
world was made by him, and the world 
knew him not”  (John 1:10).
We all take pride in the fact that we 
recognize important people the moment 
we see them in person, or see their pic­
ture, or hear their voices. The president 
of the United States is never given a long 
introduction when he is presented to an 
audience or press conference. The only 
comment is: “ Ladies and gentlemen, the 
president of the United States.”  When 
his picture appears on TV, we know him 
on sight. The same is true regarding the 
queen of England and other celebrities.
W esley’s words—
“ The best of all is, God is with us.”  
At the point of death Mr. Wesley’s 
strength was almost gone, and his 
voice was only a whisper. Trying to 
raise his arm, and summoning the last 
ounce of his power to speak, he cried 
with victory the above words, and he 
was soon in the very presence of God.
— Submitted by Robert Emsley
In this passage, John introduced the 
most important Person in our universe. In 
this connection, he presented two sub­
lime ideas and one that was ridiculous, as 
follows:
I. T h e  S u b lim e  T r u t h  A bo u t  O u r  U n i­
v e r se
“ . . . the world was made by him.” He 
is the Supreme Cause that called every­
thing into existence. From His fingertips 
He flung out whirling worlds which move 
in their orbits with clocklike precision. 
He is the Word by which all things were 
made. He rolled out carpets of green from 
coast to coast, and tacked them down 
with violets and daffodils. He mixed the 
color of the flowers. He mapped the 
course of atoms. He bulged up the moun­
tains. He sculptured the intricate designs 
in the rocks. He stoked the furnaces of the 
sun so it would be the central heating 
unit, lighting unit, and source of energy 
for our world. As the law of gravity holds 
things together on the earth planet, so 
He is the gravitational Center that holds 
all things together in our cosmos.
II. T h e  S u b lim e  F a c t  of H is t o r y
“ He was in the world.”  The greatest 
thought that can enter our mind is that 
the One who made our universe allowed 
himself to be wrapped in the clay of hu­
manity so He could become one with us. 
He was willing to be demoted from an 
equality with God to come to this enemy- 
infested globe and identify himself with 
us. He stepped all the way down into 
the cesspool of sin as far as man may sink 
so we would have a chance to step up to
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the level of becoming sons of God. He 
volunteered to become poverty-stricken 
so we could partake of the riches of God. 
He became what we are, so we could be­
come what He is.
III. T he  R id ic u l o u s  T r a g e d y  of H u m a n ­
ity
. . the world knew him not.” The sin- 
blinded people did not recognize their 
own Creator, their King, their Ruler. A c­
cordingly, He was rejected, humiliated, 
mistreated, abused, and crucified. The 
One who loved them most, they hated. 
The One who could do the most for them, 
they spurned. The One whom they should 
have wholeheartedly acclaimed as Lord 
and Master, they despised. It is difficult 
to admit that man can be so twisted and 
warped in his disposition, that he has no 
place in his life for the Lord of life. This 
tragedy is the essence of ridiculousness.
C o n c l u s io n : People in our day can do the 
same thing as the people of His day ; and 
when they do not recognize Him, they 
only crucify Him afresh. However, to as 
many as recognize Him and receive Him, 
He will give power to become sons of 
God.
1 Corinthians 14:1-10
Pursuing Love (14:1)
“ Follow after charity”  (KJV). The 
Greek literally says, “ Keep on pursuing 
love.”  A good paraphrase would be: 
“ Make love your lifelong pursuit.”  The 
verb dioko means “ zealously to follow” 
(Oepke, “dioko,”  Theological Dictionary 
of the New Testament, 2:230).
This may suggest that love is a rather 
elusive thing. And this is true. We do not 
find love by wishful thinking or by half­
hearted effort. We have to pursue it 
eagerly every day, if we are going to find 
it operating in our lives as it should. We 
must ask the Holy Spirit, who makes us 
perfect in love, to help us express that 
love to others constantly in a Christlike 
way. When one makes love his lifelong 
pursuit, he discovers that his capacity for 
loving those around him grows with the 
years.
“ Unknown” ? (14:2)
We hear a great deal these days about 
speaking in unknown tongues. The sup­
posed scriptural support for this is the 
fact that five times in this chapter (vv.
2, 4, 14, 19, 27) Paul talks about speaking 
“ in an unknown tongue.”
The simple truth, of course, is that the 
word “ unknown”  is in italics in every 
case, indicating thereby that it is not in 
the Greek. So we have no right to quote 
it as support for argument. The Greek 
simply says, “ in a tongue.”  This could 
mean a foreign language, as it clearly 
does in Acts 2:4-11. “ No man under- 
standeth him”  would then mean that no 
one present understood this particular 
foreign language.
“ Edification”  (14:3)
The Greek word is oikodome. It comes 
from oikos, “ house,”  and demo, “ build.” 
So it literally means “ the act of build­
ing.”  In the New Testament it is used 
only in the metaphorical sense of “ build­
ing up.”
Does the word “ edification”  suggest to 
us the idea of “ building up,”  as one would 
build a house? Perhaps not. Arndt and 
Gingrich (p. 561) say that oikodome has 
the figurative sense of “ spiritual strength­
ening” (cf. NIV).* Michel writes: “ In the 
N .T. oikodome is a familiar figure of 
speech which is primarily used for the 
community” (TDNT, 5:145). This is 
clearly its context in verse 5, and proba­
bly throughout this chapter (vv. 3, 5, 12, 
26). Paul had already said in 3:9, “ Ye are 
God’s building” (oikodome). So here he 
is pleading for the building up of the
*From The New International Version, copyright 
© 1973, by New York Bible Society International. 
Used by permission.
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Corinthian church congregation as a 
“ temple of God”  (3:16), where God can 
dwell and manifest himself. And here in 
verse 4 he declares that it is prophesying 
— that is, preaching the Word of God— 
which builds up the church, not speaking 
in tongues.
That is the main test of tongues in this 
chapter. In public worship only that 
should be allowed which “ builds up”  the 
church.
“ Exhortation” (14:3)
The Greek word is paraclesis. In the 
New Testament (KJV) this noun is trans­
lated “ consolation”  14 times, “ exhorta­
tion” 8 times, and “ comfort”  6 times— 
plus “ entreaty”  once. Since the last word 
in this verse (paramythia, only here in 
NT) clearly means “ comfort,”  some 
other translation is used for paraclesis.
The meaning of this word oscillates 
between “ exhortation”  and “ comfort.” 
It would seem to us that “ encourage­
ment”  (NIV) best spans the gap between 
these two senses, which are rather dif­
ferent in English.
This is a good example of the fre­
quently illustrated fact that no two words 
in different languages have exactly the 
same meaning. As we once heard Dr. 
Nida of the American Bible Society say, 
“ Words in different languages do not 
have formal equivalence; they only have 
dynamic equivalence.”  Anyone who 
works at the job of translating soon dis­
covers how true this is. Bible translators 
need to receive merciful understanding, 
not harsh criticism! There is no more dif­
ficult or important task in this world than 
translating God’s Word.
“ Pipe” or “ Flute” ? (14:7)
The word aulos (only here in NT) 
comes from ao, a verb meaning “ to blow.” 
So it refers to a “ wind instrument,”  as 
we say today. Here it probably means a 
flute. It is joined here with kithara, 
“ harp.”  The two terms together, then, 
could be thought of as representing all 
the wind and stringed instruments of 
music.
“ Easy to be understood” (14:9) 
This is one word in Greek, the adjective 
eusemon (only here in N T). It literally 
means “ good sign” (eu, “ good,”  plus
sema, “ sign” ). So it indicates here a word 
that signifies something. It may be trans­
lated “ intelligible”  (NIV). G. Abbott - 
Smith says that it means “ clear to the 
understanding, distinct” (Lexicon, p. 
189). W. Arndt and F. W. Gingrich trans­
late the whole phrase here, “ utter intel­
ligible speech” (Lexicon, p. 326).
“ Without signification” (14:10)
The Greek word is aphonon. It is com ­
posed of alpha (negative) and phone, 
“ sound.”  So it literally means “ sound­
less”  or “ voiceless.”  But here it carries 
the connotation of “ unintelligible” 
(Abbott-Smith, Lexicon, p. 72).
Discovering 
Solutions
Compiled by 
Raymond C. K ra tze r*
Board Member 
Who Opposes Budgets
Education on the importance o f giving 
to others is vital in eliminating opposi­
tion to budgets. A sermon preached in 
this area showing a church is more than 
an island is helpful. No church could 
fulfill the command of Jesus to “ go . . . 
into all the world, and preach the gospel” 
without the cooperation of the whole. The 
General Budget enables us to do that 
vicariously. Likewise, we couldn’t have a 
local church were it not for the district; 
our ministers and missionaries and youth 
could not be trained without our educa­
tional institutions, etc. Consequently, we 
must share in the work of the whole 
church if we continue to exist.
Strive to educate the recalcitrant board 
member privately and discover why he 
opposes the budgets. Don’t destroy his 
ego by making a public spectacle out of 
him. Attempt to help him see the impor­
tance of this area of our giving, and chal-
*Superintendent, Northwest District, Church of 
the Nazarene
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lenge him to share in the enthusiasm of 
being a part of a world church.
Often it is a seminegative attitude of 
the pastor that colors the thinking o f such 
a person. If one could go back into his 
history, this may be the case with a pas­
tor he admired, and yet who was unwise 
in his negative approach to money going 
outside the church. One sure way to feed 
the fires of negativism in this regard is 
to come home from the assembly and 
complain about the increase in budgets, 
or to ask the board if they will accept 
their assignments. Rather, we should as­
sume these are as obligatory as the light 
bill, the phone bill, etc.
Have a finance committee adroitly 
selected by yourself in which Mr. Op- 
poser is not a member. Have them pre­
sent a plan for budget payments, and go 
on from there. Shout the victory at the 
close of the year as to how God has helped 
your church in caring for all of its obliga­
tions. Brag on your people at the assem­
bly on how they believe in the total 
church program. Be positive in your total 
approach.
Fund Raising
1. Get rid of those old bills with a 
“ dead horse campaign.”  Explain it this 
way: If you bought a horse and it was 
stolen, died, or fell apart, you would still 
have to pay for it. Consequently, you 
would be buying a dead horse. So is pay­
ing for an old indebtedness. Saying this 
in a lighthearted fashion such as this, will 
appeal to most congregations.
2. Prevacation pay-up envelopes of the 
type to encourage prepayment of tithes 
during the summer season can be pur­
chased from William Leach, Box 4788, 
Cleaveland, Ohio 44126.
3. Have you tried dividing your con­
gregation into equal size groups and giv­
ing each group a responsibility? This can 
be done with an amount needed to raise, 
or a job to be done.
4. Dramatize your offering with a 
clothesline and pins. Fill it across the 
platform with bills for a special offering.
Sermon Starters for 
Independence Day—
FREEDOM IS JESUS
Scripture: John 8:31-47
I. Freedom is found in Jesus (w . 31-32).
II. Freedom is enslavement to Jesus 
(v. 34).
III. Freedom is actuality in Jesus (v. 36).
IV. Freedom is killed by rejection of 
Jesus (v. 40).
V. Freedom is listening to Jesus (v. 47).
COMING OF FREEDOM
Scripture: 1 Pet. 2:13-17
I. Freedom comes by submission (v. 
13).
II. Freedom comes by praising the right 
things in life (v. 14).
III. Freedom comes by silencing ignor­
ance (v. 15).
IV. Freedom comes by service to God 
(v. 16).
V. Freedom comes by service to man­
kind (v. 17).
CREATION’S FREEDOM
Scripture: Rom. 8:18-26
I. God’s creation in the beginning was 
free (Gen. 1:1, 31).
II. God’s creation tainted by man’s sin 
(Gen. 3:17).
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m . God’s creation groans to be free
(Rom. 8:21).
IV. God’s creation will be new (Rev.
21:1).
V. God’s creation of man can be free
(Rom. 8:23).
D e r l  G . K e e fer
BU LLE TIN  r  l  BA R REL
OUR ESSENTIAL NEED
National pride is not the need of the 
hour.
National humiliation is!
That is not to ignore all that is good 
about the United States.
Indeed, it is to recognize the good— 
its Source!
It is to remember what we so easily 
forget— the unusual blessing of God 
upon us from our exceptional begin­
nings. It is to give credit where credit 
is due.
We have presumed upon the good­
ness of God—behaved as if we our­
selves are responsible for our greatness 
— as if we are a specially qualified 
race, superior, invincible.
We have allowed education to substi­
tute for our need of God.
We have allowed military victories, 
increasing wealth, unprecedented 
technological progress, and industrial 
advancement to blind us to the reli­
gious roots of our birth.
National repentance is our essential 
need.
—R. C. Halverson
*  * *
If you would lift me up, you must be 
on higher ground.
*  *  *
Learning the Bible does not come 
from people sitting in a circle trading 
superficial ideas.
IF NO BIRDS SING 
EXCEPT THE BEST
M y talents may not be so rare,
And better ones found anywhere;
But birds’ songs would not have much 
zest
If no birds sang except the best.
No sense of meter for a test,
Deciding which of them is best;
No thought about their breath control 
Can mar their efforts as a whole.
It’s natural for the birds to sing;
Their voices on the air they fling.
So why should I not with the rest 
Use talents, though they’re not the 
best?
When from the heart it comes sincere, 
It’s bound to have a note o f cheer,
And blends with others God has blest, 
Without much thought of what is 
best.
So we might learn from birds on wing 
That all who wish may chirp and sing;
For there would be no real songfest 
If no birds sang except the best.
A lic e  E. R a s t  
Source unknown
HOW WILLING? . . .
Just how far am I willing to go
That the gospel may be preached? 
Just how much am I willing to give 
That the lost ones may be reached? 
Just how much am I  willing to pray 
For the souls that are lost in sin? 
Just how much am I willing to do 
To go out and bring them in?
Just how yielded am I to Christ?
Do I let His Spirit fill?
Just how willing to pay the price—
To obey my M aster’s will?
— H a r r ie t  H e in e
If God believed in today’s permis­
siveness, He would have given us “ Ten 
Suggestions.”
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SUMMER SAINTS
Long, warm (?) days.
Moments to relax.
Time available to think 
. . . perhaps to pray.
Friendly contact with people.
A chance to share openly the 
joy in your heart that 
salvation in Jesus has brought.
A time to “ lift”  another who 
is beaten down by life.
A good time to choose to follow 
Christ and to be made into 
His image.
—Gordon Wetmore
Were there no night, we could not read 
the stars;
The heavens would turn into a blind­
ing glare.
Freedom is best seen through prison 
bars,
And rough seas make the haven pass 
ing fair.
We cannot measure joys but by their 
loss;
When blessings fade away, we see 
them then.
Our richest clusters grow around the 
cross,
And in the nighttime angels sing to 
men.
— Selected
m A N D  'jj
A M O N G  B O O K S
Conducted by the Editor
All books reviewed may be ordered from 
your Publishing House
Taking the Drudgery out of 
Sermon Preparation
By Webb B. Garrison (Baker, 1975. 175 
pp., subject and scripture index, paper, 
$2.95.)
This is not another homiletics text, but 
how to get “ fresh, original materials”  in 
the time that a pastor has for prepara­
tion. “ Large blocks of undisturbed time 
for sermon preparation are rarely avail­
able. And time too easily becomes the 
formidable foe to today’s pastor.” Dr. 
Garrison, step by step, opens the doors to
“ greater perception and heightened cre­
ativity.”  The book, just written in 1960, 
is one of the available SBM source books 
for ministers.
O s c a r  F. R eed
Your Church Can Grow
By C. Peter Wagner (Regal, 1976. 171 
pp., paper, $3.50.)
This book is the most valuable book I 
know of applying church growth princi­
ples to the domestic scene. Every pastor 
ought to read it. It is a book of alterna­
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tive, a guide to help a local church find 
the way that fits the church and its com ­
munity best in the pursuit of seeking the 
lost and bringing them to Christ and the 
church.
P au l  R . O r ja i.a
What’s a Nice Person like You 
Doing Sick?
By Paul E. Parker (Creation House, 1976. 
80 pp., paper, $1.45.)
Here is the personal experience of a 
Christian doctor who faced some dark 
hours o f sickness and learned the secret 
of “ in everything give thanks.”  At first he 
felt utterly foolish thanking God for phys­
ical suffering. “ But it wasn’t long before 
the ‘foolishness’ resulted in faith and tri­
umph”  (p. 13). “ I learned that one 
practice, in particular, knocks worry for a 
loop; that is the practice of praise” (p. 
20).
This is such a delightful, easy-to-read, 
and beautifully written book, that I ob­
tained several copies for giving to people 
while they were in the hospital. It is the 
best tool I have' used. With its short chap­
ters and humorous illustrations, it can be 
read in a short time.
B il l  C o u l t e r
Foundations for Purposeful 
Church Administration
By Alvin J. Lindgren (Abingdon Press, 
first published in 1965. 301 pp., $7.50.)
For a pastor who is seeking principles 
of administrative action, this book is a 
must. It is used widely in classes in 
church administration and has proved its 
worth under the searchlight of dialogue 
and criticism. It is biblically oriented and 
grounded adequately in the proven prin­
ciples of leadership.
The reviewer, with two other seminary 
professors and three students, spent three 
days of workshop with Dr. Lindgren and 
his colleagues. The experience was both 
fruitful and gratifying. His models are 
compatible with evangelical needs.
“ Heavy stress is laid on the pastor’s re­
sponsibility for worship and education.” 
The study also includes a provocative 
discussion on the layman’s own ministry 
in the world. It is particularly helpful in 
the “ discussion of comprehensive plan­
ning for the program of the church as a 
whole.”
Dr. Lindgren has enjoyed wide experi­
ence as teacher, denominational execu­
tive, and pastor.
O s c a r  F. R eed
H o w  to Save Time in the Ministry
By Leslie B. Flynn (Baker, 1975. 95 pp., 
paper, $2.95.)
Another source book for ministers on a 
very critical theme.
O sc a r  F. R eed
I ’ve Got to Play on Their Court
By Nelson L. Price (Broadman Press, 
1975. 140 pp., cloth, $4.95.)
The pastor of the successful Rosswell 
Street Baptist Church in Marietta, Ga., 
writes of those principles which make a 
local church viable for the community. 
He demonstrates how the local church 
can work through the basic channels and 
institutions of the city of which it is a 
part. Some of his intriguing chapter titles 
include “ Devise the Game Plan,”  “ Play 
the Empire Bench,”  “ Vary the Game 
Plan,” and “ Win a Few—Lose a Few.” 
Here are some great ideas for a growing 
church.
O sc a r  F. R eed
Ephesians, A Positive Affirmation
By A. Leonard Griffin (Word Books, 
1975. 175 pp. $5.95.)
Here is a Bible study that every pastor 
should have in his study— and use! The 
author believes that Ephesians is the 
most positive book in the Bible. Paul ad­
dresses a “ totally divided world concern­
ing the great affirmation— God’s plan to 
unite all things in Christ.”  The letter 
speaks of “ unity, maturity, virtue, faith, 
and integrity.”  If the church is to grow in­
to its heritage, it must first be committed 
to a vital understanding of the Christian 
faith. The exposition is a clear statement 
on Christian ethics, for the author moves 
from theology to Christian behavior. “ Af­
ter we know our calling, we must live up 
to that calling.”  But not unaided; God is 
ever supportive of the glad response. The 
work is a contemporary message to the 
church and relevant to pastors, Bible 
group chairmen, etc.
O sc a r  F. R eed
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tion . R ev. E. R. H ouston , R te. 2, 
Johnson, Kans. 67855.
Preachers’ Exchange
FOR SALE: 29-vol. Biblical Illustrator, 
New Testament, good shape, $2.00 each; 
full set (20 vols.) of Spurgeon’s Sermons, 
like new, $2.25 per book. Dave Severin, 
Rte. 1, Collbran, Colo. 81624.
WANTED: Old issues of the Preacher’s 
Magazine, especially before 1962. Larry 
Stover, 6617 Walrond, Kansas City, Mo. 
64132 (361-2520).
WANTED: Vol. Ill of Fifty Years of Naz­
arene Missions, by Mendell Taylor. Con­
tact D epartm ent o f H om e M issions, 
Nazarene Headquarters, 6401 The Paseo, 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131. Attn.: Mary E. 
White, Librarian.
W ANTED: 1908 Nazarene Church M an­
ual. Will pay $25.00 for one in good condi-
WANTED: Complete set of 17-vol. The 
Daily Study Bible Series, by William 
Barclay. Darrel K. Wiseman, Rte. 3, Val­
ley City, N.D. 58072.
FOR SALE: Holiness reprints, old-time 
and rare books. Books by Bud Robinson, 
W. B. Godbey, Beverly Carradine, A. M. 
Hills, J. G. Morrison, C. W. Ruth, and 
others. J. Edwin Newby, Rte. 1, Box 742, 
Noblesville, Ind. 46060 (317-773-0238).
* * *
EIGHT PROBLEMS 
OF THE CHURCH
1. Unbended knee
2. Unread Bible
3. Unattended church
4. Unpaid tithes
5. Unrealized cross of Christ
6. Unpassioned heart
7. Unconcern for lost souls
8. Unforgiving spirit
— Selected
. .•  Science and the Bible
S c ie n t if ic  know ledge co n v in ce s 
more and more men of science that 
the Holy Bible is right on target.
•  Using Your Public Library
Few pastors have all the information 
they need at their fingertips, but it is 
not far away.
1
:!V
•  The Parsonage Telephone
Like most modern inventions, the 
parsonage telephone can be a b less­
ing or a curse.
•  Solving Church Problems
The way they did it may not work in 
every case , but it helps to find out how 
some churches have coped with their 
problems.
iiBiS
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COMING
next month
AMONG OURSELVES
Whose side is God on? Abraham Lincoln remarked many 
years ago that a better question would be “ Are we on God’s 
side?” He saw in the midst of the struggle that either side 
could claim God was favoring them, but both sides in any dis­
pute might better seek to honor Him. In this Bicentennial 
year of American independence celebrations, we are re­
minded of this axiom. Whatever blessings have been be­
stowed upon us or any other nation have been because we 
were on His side, not that He was on ours. Thus it is interest­
ing to look into a bit of Wesley’s record for a glimpse of his 
attitude toward the struggle of the 13 colonies for their inde­
pendence. We are indebted to Rev. McGonigle for this 
contribution (p. 6). All of which reminds us that “ national­
ism” can be good or bad, depending on how near it ap­
proaches the will of God. Remember this, America, and all ye 
who honor those in authority over you.
Yours for souls,
Second-class postage paid at Kansas City, Mo. •  JULY, 1976
A Devotional 
Companion to the 
Beacon Bible
BEACON
BIBLE 
EXPOSITIONS
Commentary
E d ito ria l Board:
James McGraw 
A. F. Harper 
Ralph Earle 
J. Fred Parker
EDITORS:
W illiam  M. Greathou: 
W illa rd  H. Taylor
12 Volumes of Scriptural Thoughts and Truths in the 
Wesleyan Tradition on the Entire New Testament
■ Includes complete King James Version text Excellent typography for ease of reading
■ Handy 5Va x  7'/2/,-size pages Blue Triton over board binding 
225-55 pages per volume attractively jacketed
O rd e r  in  w h ic h  v o lu m e s  a re  b e in g  re le a s e d  . . .
Volume T itle A uthor
11 *H ebrew s, James, 1 & 2 Peter W. T. P urk iser
3 *Luke Reuben Welch
6 *Rom ans Wm. M. Greathouse
1 *  Matthew Wm. E. M cCum ber
7 *1  & 2 C orin th ians Oscar F. Reed
5 Acts Arno ld E. A irha rt
8 Galatians, Ephesians W illa rd  H. Taylo r
2 Mark A. Elwood Sanner
10 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 T im othy, T itus Sydney M artin
9 P h ilip p ians, Colossians, Philem on John A. Knight
4 John Samuel Young
12 1, 2, & 3 John, Jude, Revelation T. E. M artin
•N o w  published. A N T IC I P A T E D  C O M P L E T I O N  D A T E - 1 9 7 8
LAST VOLUME FREE SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Order the complete set right away. You will receive all volumes now ready. 
Other volumes will be mailed and billed automatically as published. 
VOLUME 12 will be sent FREE.
Volumes 11, 3, 6 ,1, 7 Each, $4.95
Mail Your Subscription Today
Order from vour PUBLISHING HOUSE
